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Max Edward Kenneth Westlake 

1895 - 1987 

We are pleased to print below the text of the address given at the Memorial 
Service for Max Westlake in Sherborne Abbey on 7th May, 1987, by 
Mr. Michael McCrum (O.S.), Master of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. 

Everyone who knew Max Westlake at all well, 
of whatever age, has the same clear picture of 
him - a man of utter integrity and complete 
consistency, of great modesty and courtesy, of 
simplicity of mind and purpose, of sound judge
ment, of rocklike firmness of principle partly 
concealed by a very slight hesitancy of speech, 
always cheerful and enthusiastic, quietly devout, 
seeing the best in others because he was such a 
genuinely kind and good man himself. As such he 
was everyone's friend. 

The same characteristics ran equally consist
ently throughout his life, from the time that he 
entered Abbey House in the Lent Term of 1910, 
through his years as Master in charge of Physical 
Training and Housemaster of Elmdene and Abbey 
House, right on to retirement and his activity as 
a hospital driver. 

Games, too, always mattered to him, and it is 
clear from the House match and other sporting 
records in the Sherborne Register that during the 
three years 1912-1914 that he played for the 1st 
XI , captaining it and winning the prize for fielding 
in his last year, with his achievements in cricket, 
rugger (where he played for the 1st XV) and 
boxing (in which he represented the School in 
the Aldershot Public School Competition), he 
must have been a key figure in making those years 
in Carey's something of a golden age of athletic 
success. 

Then the war took him away, and he rose to 
the rank of Captain in the Royal Northumber
land Fusiliers and in the Labour Corps in France 
where he gained a mention in despatches. 

The period of his life, however, for which he 
is best remembered is his nearly forty years on 
the Sherborne staff from 1923-1962, to which 
he was the first to be appointed Master in charge 
of P.T. To generations of boys, his trim athletic 
figure in white flannel trousers and navy blue 
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blazer, in the gym and in the courts, was ahnost 
as much part of the Sherborne scene as the Ab bey. 
In all weathers, at all seasons he was the same, 
unruffled, immaculate, himself setting the 
standards of appearance and dedication that he 
aimed to teach. In a sense the gym, and all that 
it stood for, epitomised his character. That was 
his home base. There, tidiness was essential: 
those 460 lockers, 'cheek by jowl' as he once 
described them to everyone's amusement , had to 
be kept in perfect order, with each boy responsible 
for keeping his clothes spotlessly clean and 
neatly folded. Punctual attendance was required, 
the occasion of one of his most celebrated 
sayings, or Maxims as they were called, addressed 
to a class at the start of a gym period: 'All those 
not present , hold up your hands'. Toughness he 
expected too, as an expression of sturdiness 
rather than aggression; we were stretched and 
pressed a bit further than we thought we could go, 
(to get our singles, doubles or trebles in swimming, 
for instance), but not beyond our true capacity. 
Another Maxim comes to mind here: 'deep 
breathing through the mouth, keeping the mouth 



shut'. Boxing was encouraged, but if there was 
any danger of a boy getting really hurt, he was 
quick to stop the fight, and his encouraging 
comment on the contest always made the loser 
feel better: 'Well fought , Red ; hard luck, Blue'. 

It was from the gym that at the start of every 
Break , for most of his working life, he sallied 
forth to the Courts to ensure thac all the Houses 
were conducting their mid·morning P .T. properly, 
in correct dress and with due seriousness and 
energy. That these exercises continued to be part 
of the School timetable for so many years, with 
their annual culmination at Comrnem. in the form 
of a massed P.T. display, is a tribute to his quiet 
determination and the respect that the boys felt 
for him personally. Although many of us thought 
this form of exercise unnecessary and a nuisance, 
we were willing to accept it because it clearly 
meant a lot to Max. Through it he expressed his 
dislike of sloppiness and slackness. 

Yet cricket was always his first love, and it 
was typical of him that he disapproved of games 
played with a soft ball such as tennis or squash as 
being decadent. As a founder member of the 
Pilgrims and an active supporter of its cricket 
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tours he was delighted to be Vice-President trom 
1958-1961 and President from 1961-1964. 

He was a founder member, too, of the waiting
house Elmdene and ran it superbly with his wife 
Violet from 1931 until he took over Abbey House, 
at a particularly sad time, in September 1942. 
There he stayed until 1955, completing what 
today .is an unusually long span of 24 years of 
housemastering. As one who benefited from this 
in my first term (at Elmdene) and in my last (at 
Abbey House), l remember well how much he 
earned the boys' affection and respect, especially 
perhaps the younger ones'. We all knew where we 
were with him - consistency of character and 
attitude is much prized by the young - and we 
knew too that he had our best interests at 
heart. Because he had not been to University and, 
if rumour was right , had not even passed many 
public examinations, he seemed slightly out of 
the mainstream of the teaching staff and some 
boys therefore from time to time thought them
selves a bit superior and smiled at his expense 
behind their hands, but this very mild disparage
ment was for the most part only skin-deep. ln 
his later housemastering days a few of his more 



senior boys from time to time betrayed the 
trust he put in them and got away with things 
that a more worldly and less unsuspecting 
Housemaster would have noticed. His rather in
frequent visits after dinner to the boys' side , 
except for House Prayers, gave opportunities 
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enough for those who were inclined to misdoing. 
He was so straight and honourable himself that 
he found it hard to believe that any of his boys 
could be less so. 

Although from time to time he had good ideas, 
he could not be called an innovator; indeed it 
could be argued that he tried to maintain for too 
long the strict regime that he inherited at Abbey 
House, but that was simply an aspect of his 
loyalty to the Carey tradition. In fact he did 
allow, rather hesitantly, some slight relaxation 
as the years passed. Bob Powell recalls his corning 
to ask him during one exceptionally severe winter 
spell 'Do you mind, Chief, if we stop cold baths 
because the weather is so chilly?' 

He knew himself that he could do little to 
help the most intelligent of his boys as they grew 
older, over such matters as careers and choice of 
University, so he was happy to encourage them 
to discuss these with Herbert Henry Brown who, 
living in some sty le and comfort on the top floor 
of the house and, liberal by contrast, nevertheless 
was careful not to undermine Max's authority. 
So this dual arrangement, on the face of it open 
to abuse , worked surprisingly well. 

His other great support was of course Violet, 
Minimax as she was always rather obviously but 
affectionately called, after the standard fire 



extinguisher of those days. With no children of 
their own, they treated us all as a proxy family. 
She ran the domestic side of the House with 
impeccable efficiency and in herself set similarly 
high standards of decorum and behaviour. They 
both always dressed for dinner, as indeed Max 
continued to do to the last. 

Her untimely death sadly marred his retire
ment. but the deep faith, which they both shared 
and which was attested by their joint presence 
in chapel week after week at the communion 
service, helped him to surmount that great per
sonal loss, and enabled him to transfer his energies 
and devotion to the hospital car service run by 
the Yeatman. Just as his flannelJed figure had been 
such a notable feature in the courts for so many 
generations of boys, in his latter days I am told 
that his old dark brown Renault , with its one or 
two slight scars from an unintentional brush or 
two, became well known in and around Sherborne. 
At times a Housemaster might turn a shade 
nervous when Max arrived offering to ferry a 
sick boy to some rather remote hospital. 

Indefatigably active in this way until only a 
few years ago, worshipping in Chapel, in the 
Abbey or at the church at Castleton, with bridge 
and occasional visits to his favourite ftlm 'The 
Sound of Music', accompanied by a carload of 
passengers whenever it was showing at an access
ible cinema, he spent his eighties in contentment, 
and on 22nd March, 1985 , we were all delighted 
to congratulate him on reaching his ninetieth 
birthday. 

So he continued in excellent health and spirits 
right up to his death, which resulted from a fall 
at home in which he broke his femur. The end 
came peacefully and without pain. In the lesson 
from St. John's Gospel that we heard read just 
now, Jesus talked of the many mansions, the 
many dwelling-places, in his Father's house. 
Who of his friends here today can doubt that 
Max occupies one of these already, or will before 
long? 

His last words as related by his housekeeper 
may be thought his finest: 'Should l die', he said, 
'a number of Old Boys will come together to 
pay their respects. lf that should happen, please 
give them all my love'. 

Mr. McCrum would like to acknowledge the help of WAC, MRGE-D, HFWH and MMW. 
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MUSIC 

Sherborne School Musical Society 
Mozart; 

Mass in C Minor, K.427 
F lute Concerto in D Major, K.314 

The magnificent fan-vaultings of Sherborne 
Abbey once again played host to Sherborne 
School Musical Society (surely a misnomer when 
only a handful of boys from lhe School support 
such a musically worthwhile event) in a concert 
which, again, featured one of Mozart's great 
choral masterpieces. The C Minor Mass and 
the Requiem are the two most important examples 
of Mozart's church music and both were left 
incomplete at his death in 1791. Various questions 
remain unanswered to this day. Why did Mozart, 
who normally composed rapidly and effortlessly, 
break off from work in 1783 on tJ1e already 
advanced Mass? This was a particularly busy year 
for Mozart and his new bride, Constanze. ln a 
letter to his father he describes something of his 
activities and also apologises for not having kept 
a promise which he had made before his marriage, 
and as proof of his good intentions mentions 
' the score of half a mass which ·is still lying here 
waiting to be finished'. This incomplete Mass 
to which he is referring is undoubtedly the one 
in C minor,K.427. The promise previously referred 
to has always been assumed to be that of a Mass 
to celebrate his forthcoming marriage. A Mass 
was composed that year, for performance in 
August, in which Constanze was one of the 
soloists. This was clearly an earlier complete one, 
as nowhere in lhe previously mentioned letter 
does Mozart directly refer to the work lying un
fin ished on his desk as a tribute to his wife. The 
music itself disinclines one to believe that K.427 
was intended as Mozart 's offering to his bride. 
The opening Kyrie eleison contains a noble but 
tragic spirit in which there is little or no happiness 
to be found; and the Christe eleison has a spirit· 
ual serenity more redolent of a beloved soul 
in Paradise than a tribute to earthly love. Perhaps 
it could after all have been a promise of a Mass in 
memory of his much loved mother who died in 
1778. We shall, of course, never know. 

The work was composed during a time when 
Mozart had become particularly acquainted with 
the music of Bach and evidence of this can be 
seen in the overall form of the work (there are 
affinities with Bach's B minor Mass) and certain 
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of lhe movements. Most clearly inspired are the 
magnificent double choruses, the Qui tollis, the 
Sanctus and Osanna, this last a very rich double 
fugue. The Gloria, too, ends with a brilliant, 
spirited double fugue, Cum sane to spiritu. The 
tradition of leaning to the operatic was not 
without its influence in this work either. This is 
shown mainly in the solo arias: the mezzo
soprano aria laudamus te, and lhe Et incarnatus 
est. 

What remains of this unfinished mass com
prises lhe Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, and 
Benedictus. Of the Credo, only the Credo in 
unum Deum and the Et incarnatus est survive, 
with some omissions in the string and wind 
parts. 

There was much to commend lhe performance 
of the Mass, particularly the four soloists, who 
blended well but also maintained their own 
individuality in the solo numbers. Bronwen 
Mills, who replaced lhe indisposed Marie Slorach 
at short notice (members of the audience not 
possessing a programme would have been for
given for thinking that Miss Slorach had been 
on a crash diet) gave a vivid account of the 
Christe eleison, reminiscent of one of Mozart 's 
more eloquent operatic arias. The chorus also 
were able to give a certain amount of clarity to 
the individual contrapuntal weavings while 
maintaining a suitably serious tone. The opening 
chorus of the Gloria , reminiscent of Handel, 
went with a swing but here the texture was not 
as transparent as one would have liked. Attention 
to clarity of diction and vocal projection would 
have cured some of the problems. In the Domine 
Deus duet Bronwen Mills and Claire Primrose 
worked well together in a movement which 
suddenly and perhaps strangely reverts to an 
ecclesiastical manner of about a century earlier. 
ln the Quoniam trio, which continued like some
thing in the same vein , they were joined by the 
tenor Hugh Hetherington. What a pity that the 
bass soloist, Tae-Woong Han, could only be 
heard to good effect in lhe intonation to the 
Credo. Here was an imposing voice which one 
would have liked to have heard more of, but 



alas, it was only to be heard once more in the 
Benedictus quartet. The work was brought to 
a rousing conclusion with the Osanna , a double 
fugue for eight-part chorus. Seemingly intricate 
on paper, it was rather blurred in effect in per
formance. Notwithstanding the obvious difficult
ies of performing complex counterpoint in a 
resonant acoustic, the performance as a whole, 
under its musical director, Patrick Shelley, 
grasped the essential spirit of this marvellous 
work. 

The evening had begun with an atmospheric 
performance of the Adagio for organ and strings 
by Albinoni which benefited from the building's 
resonant acoustic. Brendan O'Brien , the 
orchestra's leader , gave a suitably stylistic account 

of the various violin recitatives which adorn this 
piece, while modesty prevents me from men'tioning 
the organist by name . 

Then followed an account of the Concerto 
in D Major , K.314 for flute given by Michael 
Hirst, principal of the English Sinfonia. Although 
Mozart professed no great liking for the instru
ment, it did not prevent him from writing a 
charming work, whose performance would per
haps have been more successful had it been 
presented in its alternative form for the oboe; 
the particular quality of the instrument would 
have rendered the peculiar acoustical properties 
of the building less of a detraction from an 
otherwise graceful and spirited performance. 

P.C.E. 

'And now comes a little piece for the piano by our old friend Mozart. ' 
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Joint Choral and Orchestral Concert 
After much of the B.S.R. had been taken up 

in seating three orchestras, a band and a choir, 
there was a little room left for an audience -
space which was admirably filled, creating the 
splendid illusion that people were playing and 
singing to a reasonably large gathering. Yes, 
there must have been at least three hundred staff 
and parents from the three schools. Well done! 
And did I even see someone from the School 
who wasn't playing? Impossible , it 's just not the 
done thing. 

So, the music. As usual we started with the 
Band, though this time they were playing some
thing rather different: Night Piece, for piano 
solo and band, by J. Klein , with David Jones 
playing the piano. This was, reputedly, the Band's 
first attempt at playing something quiet. It was 
followed by probably the most enjoyable part 
of the concert: Leweston's Schola Cantorum, 
frequently ousted by the Girls' School Madrigal 
Society, singing pieces by Elgar, Teresa Gowan 
and Debussy. 

Oh dear! Why do they keep trying it? The 
Second Orchestra has developed a nasty habit 
of playing extremely well-known pieces, and this 
term was no exception. The fust movement of 

Grieg's Piano Concerto reacted rather violently 
to the occasion, despite some very good piano 
playing by Madeleine Townley. Still, she got 
another go at the Girls' School Commem - this 
time with the First Orchestra. K.hatcha turian's 
Sabre Dance is equally well-known, and the 
Second Orchestra didn't quite strike it lucky on 
that either. 

To follow, the Girls· School Chamber Ensemble 
played Appalachian Spring by Aaron Copland 
very well, and to finish the First Orchestra 
played Out Like a Lion, composed and conducted 
by Garry Wilkinson. This was the first perfor
mance of the piece, and, after a slightly shaky 
start, it proved to be a success. Those listening 
might have wondered why it should be called 
Out like a Lion; however , they can be comforted 
in the knowledge that the orchestra was equally 
baffled, and that the title had been changed ... 
more than once. 

Well, as always, this was a very varied concert, 
and people soon forget that a large proportion 
of the 'audience' is made up of other players. 

A. Key 

Organ Recital 

given by the distinguished Dutch musicologist 
Dr. Ton Koopman 

in Sherborne School Chapel 
on Saturday, 24th January, 1987 

It would only be fair to begin by saying that 
half the problems with Dr. Koopman's dis
appointing recital lay in a very unpromising 
choice of pieces. For this he was, perhaps, not 
wholly to blame: his recital was recorded for 
future broadcast and it may well have been BBC 
Radio 3 who dictated the programme, the entire 
first half of which was devoted to a single work 
by Couperin and the second to a handful of not 
very exciting pieces by minor Italian composers 
and Buxtehude and J. S. Bach. 

l am not quite sure how long Couperin's 
Organ Mass No. 2 {Messe pour Les Couvents) 
took to play. I have heard it performed quite 
charmingly by other players and, indeed, with 
The Sunday Times trumpeting that 'Koopman 

possesses all the good taste required to bring to 
life this powerful but elusive music' , I even 
expected something of a treat. I was certainly 
not prepared for the very stately speeds and Dr. 
Koopman's refusal, for the most part, to make 
any change of stops. This had the effect of 
turning a potential minefield of some dozen or 
more brief-ish movements , all very similar in 
rhythm and in the same key, into a quagmire 
of unrelieved boredom. Any jollity that the music 
had was ruthlessly extinguished in one droning 
fierce en taille after the next. To add insult to 
injury, he had some annoying little mannerisms, 
such as an unsteady rhythm, which made non
sense of some qwte exquisite phrases, and the 
habit of ending each section with an absurdly 
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pronounced ritenuto. Perhaps this is the 'authen
tic' way of performing Couperin nowadays. 
1 cannot believe (humble Layman that J am) 
that Couperin intended it to be like that. He 
would , anyway, have interwoven the plainsong 
ordinary of the Mass between movements - but, 
all the same, he could never have survived in the 
cut-and-thrust world of the French Baroque 
had he not kept hls audiences in some way 
entertained . . . 

After a surfeit of rierces I was praying for the 
energetic metallic clarity of principals, mixtures 
and German music in the second half. We got 
something of that in Buxtehude's Prelude and 
Fugue in D major and Bach's famous (if over
played) Toccata and Fugue in D minor. But in 
reality neither was very pleasingly done. The 
humour was elephantine rather than lively, there 
was an almost complete absence of staccato 
playing and some of the first hairs mannerisms 
even began to return - particularly in the Bach, 
where there was alarmingly unsteady playing 
at times. { shall Rloss over Buxtehude's desiccated 
Passacaglia in E minor and two very silly trifles by 
Zipoli and Gherhardeschl which Dr. Koopman 
·rattled off by way of very obviously padding out 

his programme. Now, at last , came one very nice 
piece. Bach's Chorale Prelude on Wer nun den 
/ieben Gott !asst wait en. Appropriately, Koopman 
let 'den lieben Gott ', or rather Bach's music in 
this case, prevail : the result was a soft, straight
forward rendering which brought out perfectly 
the simple nobility of the setting. For an all too 
brief moment the rushing world stood still and 
we had a glimpse of higher things. 

As I write, I still feel two strong emotions 
about this concert. First there is anger: at the 
short-sighted pedantry of the programme and its 
execution. There can be no excuse for it; the 
organ was just the right 'period ' instrument and , 
while it could never have been a great concert, it 
could at least have been enjoyable . Then there 
is sorrow. There was a large audience - for many 
of whom it was their first organ recital. Almost 
half walked out at the interval. Will they ever 
come back? Surely it is not too much to ask 
for someone to give as soon as possible a concert 
which really suits not only the instrument but 
the school audience for whom it was built. 

H.W.R. 
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Concert Club 
After an excellent set of concerts during the 

Michaelmas Term , two more during the Lent 
Term were very welcome. 

The ftrst was due to be performed by Andrew 
Wilde , but as he was unavailable, David Strong 
took his place. He played a wide repertoire, 
ranging from Schubert to Stravinsky, and showed 
much virtuosity. The Moments Musicaux by 
Schubert were light-hearted pieces, in a very 
different style to the late piano sonatas. They 
were written during the last years of his life, and 
are some of his most likeable compositions. 
Schumann's Sonata in G minor, wruch is often, 
along with his larger works, criticised as being 
'padded ' and lacking compositional skill, was 
beautifully played, and the passion contained 
in all his music was very evident. Finally in the 
first half, Stravinsky's Danse Russe was performed. 
This is over very quickly, but demands much 
skill in technique; David Strong had it in abund
ance. Strong played Ravel's Le Tombeau de 
Couperin beautifully, with flowing tunes and 
rhythms executed with great care, and the 
Rigaudon , a pleasant dance, played with flair. 
Ireland's three short pieces seemed very anony
mous compared with the other works and 
although well-played , were not memorable. To 
end, Liszt 's Veneziae Napoli from Annees de 
P~lerinage was played, its sparkling passages 

concerned with the bustling Italian streets, wruch 
impressed Listi greatly. In all ways, a very 
enjoyable evening's music. 

The other concert was, to me, the more 
memorable of the two. We were very privileged 
to have the Royal College of Music in Sherborne, 
with its eminent conductor, Rodney Friend. He 
certainly showed his skill by playing the violin 
and conducting at the same time! The concert 
began with Mozart's Serenade in D major, which 
contains many vivacious, well-known melodies. 
After this, Barber's lyrical Adagio was played, 
which I found very moving. It has an intense, 
non-romantic style and was recently used in the 
film Platoon. Finally in the first half, Bach's 
Concerto for Two Violins and Strings {BWV I 043) 
was performed, with very impressive solo per
formances from Friend and another violinist. 

All of the second half was taken up with 
Tchaikovsky's Serenade for Strings, which con
tains some typical Russian music, and many 
beautiful passages. Tchaikovsky himself described 
it as a 'piece from the heart' and it certainly 
contains some contagiously happy music. 

So, after two excellent concerts, 1 think that 
everyone was looking forward to the next 
season. 

P. Purchase 
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DRAMA 

Aunt Edwina 
The Lower Sixth Play 

Many of the audience left the performance of 
Aum Edwina wilh mixed feelings. We had just 
been subjected to yet another play about the 
English aristocracy at the beginning of this 
century and this play was a particularly bad 
example of that genre. lt was enough to make 
one abandon all hope of ever seeing any ex
perimental drama on the Sherborne stage - Noel 
Coward et al were to receive our patronage for 
eternity! The plot and the characters were 
ludicrous: father turns into a woman on a cruise; 
children, very embarassed, decide to call him/her 
Aunt Edwina; dinner party for Aunt Edwina, 
mother, two children, two fiancees (one is the 
daughter of an American diplomat); diplomat 
tries to seduce Aunt Edwina (ho! ho!); son 
marries diplomat's daughter in America ; mother 
goes lo wedding and turns into man on ship; 
she returns to England to end the play in a moment 
of high drama. The actors sustained themselves 
with the customary sherry and cigars in the 
drawing-room and peered periodically through the 
french windows to hint at the existence of an 
outside world . 

And yet l enjoyed the play as much as any 
other that I have seen recently. The ineptitudes 
which traditionally confound Lhe superficiality 
of these plays did not trouble this performance 
- the acting was slick and the scenery stayed up. 

Many individual performances are worthy of 
mention. J im Down, as Aunt Edwina, led U1e 
cast with a very composed performance of a 
Colonel indignant at his new-found femininity. 
Rob Pringle portrayed Reggie, the hunt secretary 
and best friend of Edwina, and skilfully balanced 
the conilicting desires to console his friend and 
seduce his wife, Cecilia, played by Jemima Lang. 
Dave Wilson and Jim Macdonald as David and 
Johnny courted Rosemary and Sandra (Sarah 
Rooney and Fiona Cumming) wjth convincing 
aristocratic reserve and Ben Brabner played his 
cameo part of the Italian butler with hilarious 
Mediterranean flair. Tim Grey completed the cast 
as the American senator and his fondness for 
drink and Aunt Edwina was put forward with his 
usual tlair and confidence. 

Thus we were treated to a performance of 
great competence and accuracy. For this we must 
thank Jon Arnold who produced and directed 
the play. His skill in bringing together what 
was, effectively, a group of friends and organising 
them in rehearsals and performance merits the 
highest praise. My despair at his choice of play is 
easily outweighed by my admiration and the 
encouragement that aU must draw from this 
independent effort and its success. 

C. Ledgard 
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An Inspector Calls 
The Upper Sixth Play 

The Upper Six th play this year, taking the 
place of the regular 7th form Oxbridge feature, 
was an independent production of J.B. Priestley's 
entertaining. occasionally confusing and thought
provoking play, A 11 Inspector Calls. After being 
confronted by the statement on the programme, 
'We are members of one body - we don't live 
alone. We are responsible for each other; I won
dered what to expect. 

As the play unwound , and we were introduced 
to a suitably irritating and repellent Arthur 
Bitting (played by Nick Boulton) , an eloquently 
gentile Sybil and Sheila Birling (Charlotte Keep 
and Tina Xynias) and an apparently rampant 
and drunken Gerald Birling (Simon Myers), it 
began to come clearer. Chris Wells then pranced 
on to the stage as Inspector Goole to relate 
the tragic story of one Eva Smith to the family, 
and their reactions evoked both repulsion and 
compassion. Simon Campbell and Louise Darrel
Smith also added much to the production, which 
was directed, al most predictably, by James 
Harris. 

The reactions of the characters, as the ftnal 
twist in the tail emerged, provided the ftnal 
touch, and the words from the programme fell 
into place: There are millions and millions of 
Eva Smiths ... There might be one sitting next 
to you.' At the beginning of the performance 
l wittily looked for one next to me - however, 
by the end they had a slightly more sober ring 
to them. 

This play was more ambitious and provocative 
than other Upper Sixth or Oxbridge plays 
(particularly for Sherborne). With the good 
acting and direction that it received here it has 
the power to move the audience and even to leave 
it shaken. For me it succeeded and made me 
think of the slightly sinister words spoken during 
the performance: ·1 f we were all responsible for 
everything that happened to everybody we'd 
had anything to do with, it would be very 
awkward, wouldn't it?' I think so. 

M. Hodges 

Professional Theatre 

CLOSE TO THE BONE 

Remould Theatre Company 

'A play about nursing with music' conjures up 
the truly awful image of a lot of worthy ladies 
singing Gilbert and Sullivan songs about bandages, 
spoon-feeding and sister's starched uniform, or 
it did for me anyway. Bu l I laid aside my pre
judices and what a surprise: a lively , entertaining, 
moving and original production! 

The play consisted of a series of anecdotes, 
transposed into brief sketches about nurses, 
patients, doctors and hospitals, linked by concise 
narrative and realistic characterisation. I found 
the play very enlightening. On the few occasions 
I have visited a hospital , I have always found the 
nurses smiling and helpful, plumping pillows and, 
having an overabundance of sympathy and 
patience, almost inhuman. Qose to the Bone 
showed them doing all these things but did not 

deny them their humanity. It showed them to 
have a real sense of humour , even at times at 
the expense of other people patients, doctors 
and other nurses alike. There were jokes about 
surgery, faeces samples and bottles (of varying 
kinds); definitely not for the faint-hearted, but 
nevertheless very amusing. It also presented the 
less funny side of the nurse's life , constantly 
surrounded by the ill or dying, emptying bed
pans and suffering all the hassles from sisters, 
doctors and patients. 

Altogether it was a very good production; 
even the music was good and not at all Gilbert
and -Sullivanesque. 

J . Dennison 
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HEAVEN BENT, HELL BOUND 

Actors Touring Company 

Heaven Bent, Hell Bound, was an extremely 
moving play about a man grappling with his 
faHh. The central character starts as a holy man 
in an isolated monastery, devoting his life to his 
religion and to nature. However, circumstances 
cause him to be harmed greatly, and he is unable 
to understand how this can be justified on God 's 
behalf. This leads him to carry out a personal 
vendetta against God by inverting hjs previous 
set of standards. He becomes a bandit leader and 
causes much destruction and carnage until he 
is caught, imprisoned and sentenced to death. 
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In the jail he and another bandit leader are con
tinually 'tempted' by goodness until a blind 
hermit causes them to understand and repent. 

The acting was extremely good, with a light 
control of the violent and emotional scenes, 
ensuring that none of these became ridiculous. 
However. humour was also evident in the play, 
and occasional outbursts of hilarity relieved the 
audience somewhat from the all too depressing 
message. 

M. luel 

BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND 
THE DEEP BLUE SEA 

The Shadow Syndicate 

The Shadow Syndicate's Edinburgh Fringe 
winner was an imaginative, powerful thriller 
revolving around the terrible plight of Jews in 
Berlin in 1938. lt told the sickening story of how 
Jews, who had escaped from Germany, were 
simply turned back by the United States, and it 
portrayed the world's extreme bureaucratic 
intolerance and apathy very convincingly. The 
fumbling British woman who, at the same moment 
that she piously deplores the German persecution 
of the Jews, mutters that it would not really do 
to have them in England , is someone known to 
us all. 

The play shifted from scene to scene quickly 
being played 'across the footlights', and this 
produced a cinematic effect. At ftrst this staccato 
rhythm was exciting, but it never allowed the 
characters to develop fully , and thus we were 
never moved as much as we should have been. 
However, the group's sheer inventiveness and 
expertise came across brilliantly, and their use 
of some excellent live jazz and many harrowing 
images contributed enormously to the play. 
It was a very enjoyable production , and , despite 
some limitations, disturbed the audience both 
emotionally and intellectually. 

D. Pinder 

The Editor apologises for the absence of a review of the Lyon House Play, The Brass Butterfly by 
William Golding: he hopes to include one in the next edition. 
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ARTICLES 

Zambezi 
Canoeing Trip to Zimbabwe, 1986 

A deep red ball of ftre glowed out at us from 
the dawn , the sky, a fiery orange on the horizon, 
becoming a dark blue and then a black night sky 
above us, while the whole scene became lighter 
by the rrtinute. An hour later we were standing 
on the runway of Harare airport with the bright 
sun rising for the second time out of the gloom, 
while we looked out on to the bleak and chilly 
landscape with only a few deserted trees breaking 
its monotony. From this moment on we were 
cast away into the world of Zimbabwe and the 
Zambezi. 

Our party consisted of three masters (JS M, 
AJY and JSS) and six boys (Ed Brain - who 
could only make it for the second part of the 
trip - Jonathan Reid, Andrew Thomson, Mark 
Bradshaw and Max Gillibrand, who were now all 
Old Shirbumians, and myself). We were driven 
with all our luggage to Mark's uncle's farm at 
Marondera , half an hour from the capital. Here 
we were received with great hospitality as indeed 
we were throughout the trip. After having 
tasted the delights of a large breakfast, note
worthy for African spicey sausages and fresh 
orange juice, we had a short guided tour of the 
small intensive farm, seeing also how the African 
workers lived and worked there. We then relaxed 
in the cool winter sun, which was producing 
temperatures equivalent to those of a warm 
English summer's day, drinking grenadilla juice. 

Later, we were driven out to Peterhouse, 
where we were greeted by Ken (Mr. Prance's 
predecessor at Sherbome School), Polly and 
Rachel Anderson. There was time for a quick 
look around the school, based on the British 
public school system, before we had lunch. 
Here, as well as reflecting on our first few hours 
in Zimbabwe and what was to come, we couldn't 
help noticing how fast the boys of Peterhouse 
ate, finishing their main course before we were 
even half way through our own! That evening 
saw our first dinner party, held for us by the 
Andersons, with several other guests, including 
some of the older boys from Peterhouse. The 
atmosphere was very relaxed, with Ken purring 
away intimately to his budgerigar, which perched 
devotedly on his shoulder. For myself, and for 
most of the party, it was also our first night in 
the southern hemisphere and the stars were 
spectacular, especially the distinct line of the 
Milky Way, a grey cloud of stars stretching from 
one horizon to the other, with small areas 
blackened out by distant gas nebulae. 

The following day we left for the first major 
part of our trip, that of five days walking and 
sightseeing in the Eastern Highlands of Zimbabwe 
in the region of Nyanga. We were accompanied 
by the humorous Charlie Snell , who filled in 
for Ed on this part of the trip. We travelled in 
what was called an 'Adventure Mobile' (but 
what quickly came to be known as _the 'Ghastly 
Dust Mobile') which was like a small van with a 
driver's cabin (occupied generally by the two 
guides and one of the masters). The back was 
open, although it could have the luxury of a 
solid roof with an open metal mesh surrounding 
us, creating a cage to stop us from falling out. 
However, when we were told by our guides that 
the cage would also protect us from any animal 
attack, that if the truck should tip over the cage 
was strong enough not to cave in, and that the 
one door into the cage could only be opened 
from the· outside, we began to wonder what 
we had actually Jet ourselves in for. 

ln Nyanga, we were confronted with com
pletely different scenery - large rounded rocks, 
some hundreds of feet high and often with 
sheer faces. We stayed in a narrow valley faced 
by two large rock structures, living with our 
two guides in an empty adventure centre. From 
here we were taken by our African guide, Paul, 
up Mt. lnyangani, the highest mountain in 
Zimbabwe, under appalling conditions of high 
winds and swirling mist. Paul , who knew the area 
extremely well, said that he would not usually 
take parties up under such conditions and that 
many deaths had been recorded there in recent 
years. As it was, J SM ordered us all back down 
within a few rrtinutes of reaching the summit for 
fear of our suffering from exposure. Baboons 
could be seen along the top of the opposite rock 
face, while a pair of black eagles were majestic
ally commanding the very higl1est point, facing 
opposite directions in order to obtain maximum 
benefit in their search for prey. During the day, 
many types of sunbird with their beautiful 
iridescent colours hovered at flowers probing 
inside for the nectar with their long beaks. 

After a very enjoyable stay at Nyanga and 
another dreaded journey in the 'Ghastly Dust 
Mobile' we had three days sightseeing in Harare. 
We saw the largest tobacco floors in the world in 
a huge building with many automatic systems. 
Large bundles of tobacco are brought into the 
building, auctioned , taken out and sent away. 
The professional auctioneer 'sings' out the prices, 
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so as lo vary his vocal chords so that he won't 
lose his voice. His patter is so rapid that he is 
incomprehensible LO the average person, and is 
able LO determine the highest bidder's price for 
a particular bundle from about eight bidders in 
about ten seconds. The party also visited Mazoe 
Citrus Estate, a vast estate with its own small 
dam and lake to heip irrigate the land. There is 
a large variatio n in crops, which include cotton 
and wheat, while the main crop, oranges, is so 
large that there is a factory o n the estate, where 
they are washed, coloured and waxed (to make 
them look 'orange' and appealing to the customer), 
graded and packed. Here we were also treated to 
another marvelJous lunch by the Chairman of 
the citrus estate. 

As anyone who knows Zimbabwe will realise, 
the trip is not complete wilhout visiting Great 
Zimbabwe, in the southern part of the country, 
and we chartered a seven-seater plane to take us 
there. The area is spli t up into two parts, the 
Great Enclosure and the Fort, and a mystery re
mains as to who built the amazing brickwork of 
large slaps of stone, or how, for the wall around 
the Great Enclosure is some 18 ft. thick at the 
base and rises 30 ft. high. The fort itself is 
practically carved into a nearby hillside and has 
only one very narrow, steep en trance to it -
yet it commands a view of the countryside for 
miles around. This is where the symbol of 
Zimbabwe - a large eagle - originates from; 
several stone carvings of this eagle were found in 
and around the fort, though they have since 
been removed to be guarded in national museums. 
On the flight back, after a distinctly unsteady 
phase, several of us looked to the front to see 
what the captain was up to and were alarmed to 

see our leader now at the controls of the aircraft, 
attempting to fly it. However, it was not long. 
thankfully, before the captain took over again 
as we came in to land! 

Following our short stay in Harare and having 
met up with Ed, we flew out to the Victoria 
Falls where our seemingly never-ending kitty 
paid for us to have another superb meal at the 
Victoria Falls Hotel. While eating, we listened to 
the continuous thundering of the famous falls. 
A short walk before lunch had led us through a 
parched landscape, brown before the rains, to 
a thin belt of rich, green, rain-forest where a 
thin drizzle rains down all day every day, and then 
to the falls themselves. Despite having seen them 
many times in photographs, the initial wonder 
at their enormity is hard to overcome, and I 
was only looking at just one of the several 
cataracts, the water cascading over the lip of the 
falls and plummetting downwards to the white 
waters of the thin gorge many hundreds of feet 
lower. The spray rose in a thin mist over the 
gorge, while swallows and swifts of many different 
species darted effortlessly in and out, always 
being cautious never to go too near to the torrents 
of water for risk of being forced in by an ex
ceptionally strong air current. 

Now, still wondering at the astounding sights 
of the faJls, we set off with 'Canoeing Safaris', the 
company taking us down the Zambezi for the first 
half of the second part of the trip. We travelled 
upstream in 'luxurious' Land Rovers for three 
hours, passing through the Victoria Falls Game 
Park. On this journey we saw our first waLerbuck, 
similar to large deer - one of which was a 
majestic male wilh a superb pair of antlers - and 
a lilac-breasted roller, a jay-like bird darting 
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around in the air for insects, with Jong tail 
streamers, and amazing, vivid azure-blue wings, 
only visible in flight. J SM was convinced, and 
still is, that he saw the back of a lioness disappear 
into some tall grasses but, although we waited, 
whatever it was failed to show itself again. Our 
final stop, before reaching camp, was to look at 
the magnificent sunset over the river, with the 
intense orange-red glow reflecting off the water 
as the tawdry brilliance of the sun sank down 
below distant mountains - the fust of many of 
the river sunsets we were to see. 

We slept that night, as we did every night, 
under the open stars on small camp beds, relying 
heavily on our guides to protect us. On one 
occasion, one of them was woken up by a pack 
of prowling hyena coming dangerously close, 
which every member of our party slept through: 
our guides chased them off. At dawn we were 
woken up with a cup of coffee, and then set off 
to do our first two hours' canoeing before break
fast. The next two days saw the most intensive 
canoeing, and often we were well ahead of 
schedule allowing for plenty of time for lazing 
about on remote islands in the middle of the 
Zambezi. When we arrived at our first stop 
after two hours of 'breaking-in' canoeing we were 
pleasantly surprised to find that two African 

helpers had driven downstream with au our 
luggage, and set up breakfast for us. The main 
reason for this early morning canoeing was that 
it was still relatively cool and the strong winds 
that travelled upstream had not yet blown up. 

During these two days we experienced two sets 
of major rapids. The first set consisted of three 
parts and before canoeing it we stopped at some 
sandbanks just above the rapids, so that we could 
walk down these to see what the rapids were 
like. While walking down the banks, the guide 
and 1 came across a fresh crocodile spoor, the 
first evidence that I had seen of one, and by the 
look on the guide's face it came as much of a 
worrying shock to him as it did to me. This was 
especially so as we had to wade through water 
up to our chests in order to pass from sandbank 
to sandbank. The rapids were in fact relatively 
straightforward in that they were just a very 
powerful shoot of channelled water, although, as 
we went through them, waves were passing over 
our heads. and paddling seemed pointless at times 
as we seemed to go whichever way the water 
took us. The second set of rapids, called the 
Kandahar Rapids, were slightly more tricky. Here 
there was a strong side-current coming in from 
the left on the final rapid and the way to counter
act this was to lean as far over to the right as 
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possible, and to use the paddle for support. 
There were also a few nasty rocks on the edge of 
the rapids to steer clear of as well. These rapids 
certainly got the adrenalin going, and the guide 
and I were lucky nor LO capsize. Others, though, 
were not so lucky. Even the experienced JSM 
and Max went over as did Ed and Jonathan, while 
the prize has to go to Mark and JSS who took 
the first part of the KandaJrnr rapids forwards, 
the second part backwards, and the final part 
upside down, ending up eventually, illegally, on 
the Zambian bank! In the end we all stopped off 
for a quick break in Zambia and were greeted by 
some friendly native Zambian children, probably 
thinking what complete idiots we were. Luckily, 
no one was hurt, and we soon continued down
stream. 

As we approached our sccond-Oay lunch time, 
severa l vultures started to rise from some tall 
grasses close to the river and, inspecting carefully 
in case there were any leopards or lions at a kill, 
we were disappointed to see the very old remains 
of a hippopotamus, which had evidently been 
killed by natives, as several parts of decaying, 
rolling hide appeared to be neatly severed -
an illegal practice. Meanwhile the huge vultures 
steadily soared further and further skywards, 
until eventually they were all completely out of 
sight - but perfectly able to see us. 
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That night was our last on the upper Zambezi , 
and we had a lovely meal of steak and spare ribs, 
with wine as well. The following day we visited 
the Victoria Falls Hotel for a second time and 
took a last look at the falls and the statue of 
David Livingstone who pioneered the way up the 
Zambezi and discovered the Victoria Falls. We 
then took a flight across Lake Kariba to Kariba 
for the last part of the journey - another four 
days canoeing down the lower Zambezi followed 
by two days at another game reserve. The calm 
waters of the lower Zambezi River, a few miles 
below the K.ariba Dam, were a complete contrast 
to the upper Zambezi. We were joined by a retired 
American woman, an American film star and a 
South African family of three, and were canoeing 
in large open double-canoes, carrying all our 
equipment and food for the next four days with 
us. The first day saw our descent down a steep
sided gorge, covered with packed bushveld , the 
sides towering up above us. We took a brief stop 
for lunch by a refreshingly cool waterfall and 
found danger-free baU1ing from crocodiles in a 
rock pool above it. The gorge later opened out 
into a vast plain with mountains in the far 
distance, and the river grew progressively wider. 
The main objective of the canoeing seemed to 
be LO avoid the groups of hippopotamus which 
lurked in the river and were potentially very 



dangerous. However , this was only if they were 
startled and not being carnivorous, provided we 
kept well clear and canoed past gently, they 
seemed very docile animals, making contented 
grunting noises after we went past, indicating, 
or so we liked to think, that we were 'harmless'. 
JS M was able to mimic these noises extra
ordinarily well, and often boosted the hippo
potamus repertoire, just to show that we were 
extra-'harmless'. 

Although we realised later at Ruckomechi 
that there were many crocodile, these kept a low 
profile, usually disappearing from sight before 
we saw them. As we canoed past in the heat of 
the river valley, having to be careful not to get 
burnt, as the power of the sun was greatly 
enhanced by the reflecting water, beautiful 
carmine bee-eaters nesting in the river banks 
showed off their superb bright pink chests and 
backs, while darting to and fro catching insects. 
Huge goliath herons, with wing spans of up to 
eight-feet probed the edges of small islands for 
frogs and fish, while stately African fish eagles 
with brilliant white chests overlooked the river 
from the top of large dead trees and uttered their 
loud courtship cries. At night, well away from 
any civilisation, we slept under the stars, and 
were alarmed to hear from the guides that 
recently several attacks had been made by hyena 
on parties like ourselves: one man had had his 
nose bitten off, and another woke up with the 
jaws of a hyena around his neck. Providing you 
could show that you were alive, they would leave 
well alone, but this was difficult when asleep, 
and all we could do was sleep in a semi-circle 
with our heads inwards, relying heavily on our 
guides. Crocodiles were fortunately no danger 
on land for although they do come on to land 
they are solely water hunters, while any grazing 
hippopotamus or elephant, we were told, would 
gracefully step over us; l was simply glad that 
this statement was never put to the test. However, 
we did have one scare before we arrived at 
Ruckomechi, and that was from a well-known 
hippopotamus called Henry who takes great 
pleasure in 'mock charging' canoeists. This 'mock 
charge' consisted of a huge, normally lethargic, 
hippopotamus coming ploughing through the 
water at great speed, transforming that part of 
the river into a white froth, until our guide 
jumped up and brandished his oar at Henry, who 
by this time was only a mere 12 ft. away and 
subsequently submerged and appeared shortly 
afterwards towards the far bank. As the Sunday 

Times wrote: 'Henry doesn't count his day com
plete until he has put the wind up at least one 
party of canoeists' - and we were no exception. 
Shortly afterwards, we were back to civilisation 
at Ruckomechi game reserve and after five nights 
were relieved to find we had proper beds in 
wooden huts. However, as many of us saw in 
The Telegraph and Times last autumn, even those 
huts with reinforced wire mesh for windows 
proved dangerous when one lioness jumped 
through the mesh and attacked a large, well
built farmer in bed. He succeeded in killing the 
lioness with a hunting knife passed to him by 
his friends, but suffered serious injury. 

However, Ruckomechi gave us two days 
fantastic game viewing. During the day we split 
up into two groups and between us we saw 
cheetah, Jeopard, wild dog and side-striped jackal 
- all elusive and rare animals which we were 
very lucky to see in the wild. Every day excursions 
produced incredible views of Thomsons' gazelle, 
impala. waterbuck, kudu, zebra and often troops 
of monkeys and baboons, feeding together in 
the wild, while solitary bull elephant and buffalo 
allowed us to drive slowly right up to them. On 
night drives we looked out for lion and other 
predators for this is when they are most active: 
unfortunately none were to be seen, but we did 
have an amusing chase of a hyena , and a giant 
eagle owl simply stood on the ground and gazed 
at us, dazed by the spotlight. On our final day 
we went out on foot looking for lion, having heard 
them at dawn, and we were able to follow their 
tracks (including those of three small cubs) 
into a quite small area of dense bushveld. This 
was the only time we had an armed guide, but 
unfortunately we did not see the lions, although 
we may have walked right past them as they are 
remarkably well camouflaged, like most of the 
animals. 

We left the splendid Ruckomechi Game Reserve 
that afternoon, the lion having evaded us, to go 
back to a final day in Harare - all, that is, except 
myself, as I stayed with relatives for another 
week, and Mark, who is still out there now, 
working on another game reserve as part of his 
gap year. 

Many thanks to JSM and Tony Bradshaw who 
between them organised the whole trip to 
perfection, including the splendid final dinner 
held on the last night for all our hosts. 

0. Gilby 
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The Shropshire Experience 
A Geo-boff's Delight 

The sun was still dressing when we clanked 
into the yawn morn. The train rattled and rolled 
and reeled and rattled, swerving like a great 
mechanical snake across the land from yawing 
Yeo to swaying Severn. Scattered all along, 
Geographers emerged with a stretch and began 
to poke the packed breakfasts. A splodge of 
marmalade brooded darkly, and then with a grin 
oozed forward; most turned greenly away and 
reached for the lunch bag. Suddenly Mr. Lowson 
went by. Hanging loose, he told us how groovy it 
was to have a whole week of busting ahead, and 
then, with prophetic relish, foretold of accommod
ation that had 'character' and food that was 
'well ... interesting', and finished by musing 
upon his 'roots ... man' and scrunching his 
lentil roll. Not knowing what to make of this, 
CharHe hid in a green wellie and Willy devoured 
the Telegraph. 

Shrewsbury. We creaked to and descended, 
and were whisked to Preston Montford Field 
Centre when we suddenly slid up beside some 

buildings reminiscent of a factory hen farm. 
'Ahem . . . welcome to the Annexe, our ac
commodation,' coughed Dr. Tommis and we all 
laughed. 1t certainly had character; some rooms 
left little room to breathe, perhaps a good thing 
later in the week, and each seemed to have its 
friendly family of cockroaches. 

That evening we squidged over the fields to 
the centre itself, and after tentatively potting 
some hot lamb were introduced to Jenny , our 
new teacher. She was a formidable young lady, 
of some proportions, who had a tendency to sit 
on anyone who squeaked. With a devastating 
display of logic she declared, ' If they don't feed 
you, you won't get fed,' and the very hills quaked 
in fear. 

Monday dawned, having little alternative, and 
most were tackling kippers soon after eight. In a 
while we were discussing Urban Morphology and 
the theories that lurk behind this mysterious 
concept, and then, with maps and food, we 
landed in Shrewsbury in small groups to begin 
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our survey. Perusing the periphery under the 
frown of the sky, we noted land use in each area, 
pronounced our judgement on the environment 
and wormed our way back to the city centre. 
The value of all this became clear in the evening 
when we disputed the applicability of various 
urban models to Shrewsbury, and saw how other 
individual factors could affect the structure of a 
town. Dr. Tommis's verdict was, 'Interesting,' and 
the work faded before ten. After customary 
proceedings we weaved our way to bed. 

Tuesday, and the skies lowered further: a 
process known as spontaneous inter-geo-trip 
climatic depression. Bussing from one small 
village to another, we terrjfied residents with 
questionnajres about their shopping habits and 
dutifully counted shampoo types in local shops. 
Luckily, people seemed used to our antics, and 
Jenny directed operations admjrably with much 
arm-waving and gnashing of teeth as the geo-goths 
disappeared over the horizon yet again. We were 
examining Christaller's theory about laws con
trolling the location of settlements in an area, 
and thus looked at amenities and size of popul
ation. The evening's follow-up work was punc
tuated by a dodgy meal, cu}mjnating in an even 
more dicey pudding which, quite literally, 
crawled around the table bulging with goose
berries, and the results of our research were 
surprisingly positjve. Night soon fell heavy on 
the centre , and while Mr. Lowson launched into 
ms customary rhetoric about how he would 
bust more people than Dr. Tommis, the latter 
rumself got off the mark with an easy two round 
the back of the building. The competition was 
lighting up. 

The following day proved our climatic theory 
correct. Gloom trailed across the landscape, only 
alleviated for some by joining up with a school 
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from Bristol. Without more ado they 'dived ' 
into action and set off for the hills as we rut 
Ashes Hollow to indulge in some fluvial geo
morphology. 

The river ran , bubbling effusively down the 
green , and the rain screamed louder and louder. 
Just as we reached the most exposed point, 
Jenny sat us down to sketch the teeming valley, 
and so, huddled and cursing, we etched a few 
lines on a wad of squidgy pulp. All river long we 
took readings and by the afternoon we were 
struggling in its aduJt version. Wading in, Dave 
Wrighton lost his socks, Charlie Fussell his 
balance (with a prod from a passing chicken) and 
Willy furiously measured his own tidal wave, 
distorting the real depth by a foot or so. Mr. 
Lowson had a splash too, but put it down to 
bilateral inter-fluvial migratory instincts; and we 
had a fright when Jenny looked set to jump in 
and help , for we wanted some water left to 
measure. The eventual results clearly showed 
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how water velocity increases downstream, 
something that proves a perennial delight for 
Geographers, as Mr. Lowson's beam would 
testify. 

Eglywseg. Not the name of our next break
fast, but an infamous nearby Welsh mountain. 
Mr. Lowson donned his geo-boots, a sign of 
impending trouble, and we huffed and wheezed 
up the craggy mount , half expecting a native 
to pop out from a cave and hit us on the head. 
At each site we tramped to we dug into the earth 
to record data and study soil horizons. Meanwhile, 
some of our number found the lack of civilisation 
too much and strayed towards our own horizon, 
or rollicked in the snow; by the time we slithered 
down to the bus we were soggy and tired. 

That night we finished the work and rolled 
back to the Annexe, whereupon an anonymous 
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hippy took off his clothes for the first lime, and 
a noxious cloud drifted around in the stunned 
silence. Worried conservationists quickly lit joss 
sticks to ease the pollution , and Dr. Tommis 
disappeared only to fi nd a couple of others who 
shared his new in lerest in log sheds. 

Telford, the next victim of our scrutiny, is a 
new town nearby. The day was similar to the 
day in Shrewsbury, as we plotted land use and 
assessed the environment and vibes of the town. 
The geo-sloanes yaa-ed in one direction, looking 
'well wicked' in Barbours and hunters, while the 
geo-gotltic group two did an in-depth analysis 
of spatial influences on pub crawlers. Since the 
town is so new, much of it was functional but 
sprawling and characterless, with rather a chasm 
of a centre, dotted with unimaginative arch
itecture. I t was not until a lecture on the town in 



the evening that we appreciated the problems 
they have faced and realised how much has been 
done by the planners. 

The last day sagged up. Introduced to all 
sorts of equipment, we studied infiltration rates, 
catchment areas and various other aspects of 

hydrology. At midday the trip, already on the 
dwindle, slowed to a stutter and during the 
afternoon most humped their kit together to 
leave. Dr. Tommis, bristling with a post-student 
look, directed the withdrawal and gradually 
the Annexe emptied. 

With a sniff we watched Preston Montford 
fade in the mirror. We had learnt an enormous 
amount in the week , and our sincere thanks go 
to Dr. Tommis and Mr. Lowson who did so much 
to organise and enliven the trip. Soon we were 
clanking from wet, wet Shropshire, away from 
Ashes Hollow, Jenny , Cressage, Telford and the 
rest, far, far away, and on and on, the rhythm 
of the train seemed to whisper the immortal 
words of some graffiti artist: 

Come to Shropshire on a Geo-stay 
And lose a scone the Preston Montford way. 

D. Pinder 
Dedicated to WilJiam Knapman 
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Private Education -A Moral Anomalv . 
Recently, I have heard much bored convers

ation about the nature of the educational divide 
and how one might stimulate good relations 
with the other side. Yet in aU this debate even 
private education's staunchest diehards seem to 
admit that it does at least reflect social divisions 
within our communities. On one side, Britain 
has an elite 6% of schools, whose financial 
resources and resulting quality of teaching aUow 
their pupils to enter the contest for places in 
higher education and the job market with 
substantially better social and academic qualific
ations. On the other side, there is the vast majority 
of schools, understaffed and mal-equipped, their 
resources further depleted by present reductions 
in public spending. I would not want to over
simplify the situation through generalization and 
the absence of other important factors such as 
selective intake and a competitive spirit within 
private schools. Yet the existing system of 
privilege and disadvantage, helped by such 
anachronisms as 'charitable status', does create 
and perpetuate the unhealthy plutocracy of 
modem Britain , and this co-existence is utterly 
unjustifiable, even if one tries to introduce the 
concept of 'Christian instruction' (in independent 
schools). Other vulnerable justifications are such 
arguments as that the majority of people 'can 
afford public school education, if it was a priority 
and they planned ahead for it' and the JS Inform
ation Service's insinuations that unification of 
education means the destruction (rather than 
the distribution) of aU the 'variety, quality and 
innovation' that private schools stand for. 

I would not, however, have expected my 
parents to have sent me to a maintained school; all 
parents should consider it their moral respons
ibility, and it will usually be their desire, to give 
their child the best form of education reasonably 
possible within their income. Who should 'sacrifice 
their children for their principles' and give their 
children a disadvantaged education when the 
advantaged equivalent is possible? It is this absurd 
duality that should be eliminated and I see no 

practical obstacle as is clearly the case in other 
interventionist theories; for me, an equal beginning 
(Ed. apologizes for any unfashionable suggestions 
of equality) is a much more important moral 
priority than Cardinal Hume's 'freedom of 
choice'. Surely au legislation limits choice and 
how much 'choice' do the unemployed have in 
the education of their offspring? I low can one 
hope for any national unity when , at an ed
ucational level, we separate people in their 
formative years; the relationship of public 
schoolboy and comprehensive school pupil often 
extends to that of employer and employee, or 
officer and soldier. Every time I have found 
myself in dispute with 'Kevins' in rny home town 
of Bath, the inevitable question recurs: 'You 
go to King Edward's (the major private day 
school) don't you ... ?' This sort of friction later 
manifests itself in class consciousness and plagues 
our country in such forms as the ridiculous 
party system, with one party supported by the 
unions and the other by business, ruling out any 
possibility of consensus. Do not delude yourself 
that tension can be resolved by banal football 
matches or other 'bridge parties' , which are 
merely temporary rapprochement (if that, 
according to OrweU). Britain must work in her 
usual gradual manner towards a unified system 
of state-funded schools, under the control of 
local government. parents, teachers and ultimately 
the national electora te. Why not break from 
following Europe , and show our confidence in 
our democratic state machinery, giving all people 
a universal political concern in the education of 
their children, which would prevent government 
neglect. For a Britain that can work, one needs 
a society rid of social and class barriers, solidly 
laid in our formative years, where the individual's 
position in society and its institutions relates 
not to what his father, or his grandfather, was 
and possessed, but to what he actually is, academ
ically and charismatically. 

R. Reed 
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How to Make a Million 
FiscaJ: The Lower Sixth Company 

A Lower Sixth company was set up in Sept
ember, under the auspices of the Young Enter
prise Scheme, by Mr. Kene, Mr. Fisher and 
Mr. R. Morgan, a chartered accountant who 
kindly volunteered his help. The exercise was 
designed to give participants experience in 
running a business. It was decided to produce 
headed note-paper. Fortunately, we had access 
to the School printing machine, which Mrs. 
Hamilton operated for us. A highly successful 
share issue raised t90. After various problems 
concerning production , mainly owing to the 
labour-intensive nature of producing the printing 
plates and the surge of demand after Christmas, 
w~ finally sorted out the difficulties and made a 
considerable profit, enough for the members 
to provide themselves with a company dinner 
and pay shareholders a handsome dividend. 

Although the company was successful, the 
venture was rather an artifical exercise. The com
pany was very well supported by the Bursar, and 
the School provided our initial supply of raw 
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materials, so that problems with cashflow in 
setting up the company were never encountered. 
Wages were minimal/non~xistent (except for 
Mrs. HamiJton) and our 'property' costs were 
only a token consideration. Thus we were 
artificially protected from market forces , as 
virtually our only costs were raw materials. 

Despite this, it was certain ly a useful exercise. 
All those involved gained an idea of the problems 
encountered in business. Cynics might accuse 
the scheme of engendering greed in the part
icipants, yet after a short period of time the main 
objective had become making the business run 
efficiently. Moveover, it gave members a sense 
of responsibility to the community - in this 
case, the company. Thanks must go to Mr. Fisher, 
Mr. Kene, Mrs. Hamilton and especially to 
Mr. Morgan, who was a great help, especially 
in the area of tax avoidance! 

M. Rogers 
(Company Secretary) 
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, POETRY 

'And fashionable madmen raise 
Their pedantic boring cry .. .' W. H. Auden , 'Lullaby ' 

Now we emerge with the illuminating sun, 
Our cocoon parts before a dawn of revelation 

And, dazed , we tumble into the world of judgement , 
Blinking in the light and flinching in expectatjon : 

We face Socjety's discriminating glare -
Deeds of darkness must be concealed or we are banished -

Recoiling, shrinking from the examination. 
Knowing that those probing beams cannot be extinguished. 

The Titan Hyperion lifts the veil of night 
And with his scorching flame touches each shadowy fold 

Of the nakedness which bares illicit lovers 
To scathing men who disdain love so bold; 

How distant seems the fierce, obsessive passion which, 
In darkness obscuring cold, damning Society, 

Entwined us like beasts in sordid satisfaction, 
Oblivious to our rational morality. 

As our cocoon and its comforting moon vanish, 
So we build a second shell of lies and deceit 

To shelter our foolish pride and pious vanity, 
Of such great value in this world of selfish conceit, 

And in denying carnal association 
We are held together in mutual deception 

Which entwines us like beasts in desperate flight from 
Men hounding the blood of those who defy tradition. 

Curse the men who scorn instinct and powerful lust! 
Curse their moral righteousness which restricts fervour! 

Cannot passion rule over minds with simple desires? 
Cannot we be free to ignore social codes so dour? 

Let us not seek to hide from reproachful faces 
But let us turn and admit to all that they suspect, 

Then live in the happy state which they so despise 
Without their morality and so-called 'self-respect' . 

But Man has intellect far beyond simple Lust, 
And the joy of carnage is an ephemeral joy 

To torment the ardent souls of those seeking Love, 
And to powerful Venus it is merely a toy. 

Thus the bond formed beneath night's encouraging veil 
Disappears when tested by the light of lustless day, 

And so we part in shame to join the sombre ranks 
Of those who rightly scorned our impetuous display. 

C. Ledgard 
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The King and his Diet 

The pensive king upon the throne 
Sat in his room all quiet. 
He was a man both short and fat 
And so was on a diet. 

His daughter loves a handsome prince 
And they will wedded be. 
The date is set for May the twelfth: 
A party it will be. 

Alas, his hall is free of food, 
With nothing left to eat. 
They need to get some grub for this: 
Some wine, some cheese and meat. 

The squire Mark was ordered in 
And promised he would go 
To scavenge in the farthest lands 
With his arrows and his bow. 

Mark hunted high and hunted low 
And walked for days alone. 
The rain beat down upon his head 
But he made not a moan. 

He shot, he trapped , he picked and bought 
The best things round about. 
He stalked the deer and stoned the crows, 
And tickled river trout. 

His wagon soon was full of game, 
Which caused the cart to sway. 
He struggled home o'er dusty hills 
As April turned to May. 

The king at home had lost a stone 
And watched the goodies come . 
Unloading took till half past three 
And 'rumble' went his tum. 

The king walked down his purple stairs, 
To thank the good young squire. 
The food rolled in and in and in. 
The piles grew much higher. 

At last the wedding day was here 
And guests poured in from far. 
They flooded into that great hall 
As daughter cried, 'Mama.' 

'Keep Daddy off the cheese and wine 
And give him only water. 
He's slimmed so well these past two weeks 
I'd hate to see him falter.' 

The guests slurped down a thousand gins 
And almonds sugar coated . 
They left stuffed full of too much food 
And absolutely bloated . 

The food, all spread upon the floor, 
Looked like a dreadful mess. 
The king was waiting for the scales, 
Standing in great distress. 

Oh joy! He hears the splendid news -
He's lost three stone already. 
The doc. said he could eat and drink 
But take it very steady. 

He pranced and danced and sang and played 
And tightened up his belt. 
He ate and drank with aJI the men 
How very good he felt ! 
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A Virgilian Struggle 

Green , greased warriors slip through the dappled shade; 
Their glinting spears dart and die. 
The muddy jungle steams with plague; 
Hostile screams in a painted sky. 

Hideous horsemen cross the plains. 
Ares rides high cloaked in wrath. 
Death and Chaos, Famine and Fire -
War-bred chargers hung in blood-red cloth. 

The breath of Hades obscures all light. 
Good thJngs of day do droop and drowse. 
The night's foul phantoms rage the earth. 
The earthy dragons begin to house. 

And in the midst the forest flamed: 
Charred skeletons of a fertile past. 
The rotting stench of flesh-draped bone. 
As the misty night falls at last. 

Nights 

E. Moorhouse 

The loose window will bang forever 
To the tune of the wild wind·s moan, 
The cold drum of night-time weather 
Will always sound with this dead tone. 
Endless beating of the empty retreat -
The rhythm of timeless tripping feet 
Sinks deep within and stifles the light; 
And I am left to feel the fear, 
At strange shapes and insistent sounds, 
At moonlight too pure and too clear, 
At the usual ghosts on their rounds. 
Nothing is 
But what is not. 

J. A. Harris 
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SPORT 

Diary of a Hockey Tour 

Hockey Tour of California : Easter 1987 

25th March: Wednesday morning. We set off -
certainly optimistic though perhaps concerned 
that two weeks hockey was not the ideal way to 
see California. Journeyed up to Heathrow in 
drab English weather, but time livened up by 
intense game of 'Happy Families' and 'Derek 
and Clive' dialogue on tape. At HeaUuow, Gavin 
Featherstone, our coach of international re
putation, tried to raise a bit of holiday money 
by selling his Puma 'Hockey for Juniors' T-shirts 
- not many takers, I'm afraid. Some sat in airport 
lounge but others chose to relax with their last 
British 'beverage' . 

The flight proved dull, inevitably, but we did 
at least have the chance to see the bleak expanses 
of Greenland - and before landing in Seattle we 
flew over the Seattle Sound, famous for its 
rich variety of Pacific ocean life. From Seattle, 
another Pan-Am fligl1t - on to San Francisco. 
Weather fine when we got there. Motored into 
San Francisco along the Bay Area, past Candle
stick Park (home of the 49ers). Our refuge for 
the night was the Commodore Hotel. Some of 
the party decided to sleep, while others toured 
Chinatown, sampling the Chinese 'Macdonalds'. 
Woody Allen was on television - his humour sem 
me to sleep. 

26th March : Breakfast at the sidestreet cafe of 
the hotel - good bacon and eggs - before setting 
out into the Californian sun. For some of us U1ere 
was a guided tour of the city centre by Gavin, 
who had once been U.S.A. Olympic coach here. 
After lunch , visited Fisherman's Wharf, with the 
view of Alcatraz. We had the view of the whole 
of Lombard Street travelling on a tram. William 
JodreU got a 'Westcott Chunder Club' shirt 
printed out. Back at the hotel, we all changed 
into our fine new kit and set off for the city of 
Berkley on the other side of the bay. We were 
to play the Berkely University side with their 
various Olympians. The astroturf is next to the 
huge American Football Stadium. The game was 
a scrappy one which we should have dominated, 
but ended up losing 3 - 2. Afterwards, we 
dispersed to our various residences. Aadel Kar
dooni, Stuart Williams and I stayed with an 
exceptionally scatty character called Antonio. 
Berkley, it should be said , is a happy-go-lucky, 
laid-back city which was the home of the hippies 

in years back; their presence is still to be felt , 
though they are mature parents now. We stayed 
at Pax Fraternity, in the attic, with an eccentric 
cat. 

27th March: Got up early for a little walk up to 
Martin Luther Street, and then had breakfast 
at the Fraternity. After walking Uuough U1e 
University campus and on to the pitch, we re
grouped and put on our beach image - shades 
and all that - then on to Stetson Beach. We 
played a game of football on the shores of the 
Pacific. Our second evening game against Berkely 
saw us 3 - 0 down at half-time, but our recovery 
was superb, with the game ending at 6 - 3. 
After some liquid refresl1ment we went off for 
pizzas at Lorenzo's place (he was to play us in 
the U.S.A. U .19 matches - California, as one 
might have guessed , has a lot of immigrants). 
Fatigue set in, and even the cat at Pax Fraternity 
didn 't keep me awake. 

28th March: Early morning - sunbathed on Pax 
Fraternity roof with some of the resident students. 
Then off for a practice in the boiling sun , and then 
out into Berkley city centre. Telegraph Road is 
its most famous street - lunatic Christians telling 
you the day is nigh, hippies sprawled over the 
road , some excellent T-shirts. Today's games 
were against two teams a little younger instead 
of older than us. We bea1 the Golden Knights 
easily, 3 - l , and the Mendden Hall J uniors, 
3 - 0. We were really playing at a relatively slow 
pace, having the obvious advantage of age and 
experience. They had one fine young player, 
15 years old, who played in the U .1 9 side in Los 
Angeles. An exhausting night journey to Stam ford 
followed - we were playing them in a morning 
match. 

29th March: Not an easy morning to get up on. 
Sun shining but players tired. We got a thick 
grass pitch and played a slap-happy game (under
standable in the circumstances) to win 2 - 0. 
After a drink , we went off on ow second beach 
party to Half-Moon Beach. We now had a couple 
of days' rest and while James Alexander went 
off bird-watching, the others soaked up the sun. 
Our next destination was Livermore City, which 
was just out of the bay area. It was a quiet and 
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conservative town which had a small but dedicated 
hockey community, led by Iqbal, who is the 
'godfather' of U.S.A. hockey; his son played in 
the '84 Olympics and was such an outstanding 
player that the gold medal winners, Pakistan, 
wanted him to play for them. We had a big meal 
with the families, followed by speeches from 
Mr. Scott and Gavin Featherstone, and stumbled 
thanks from me. 

30th March: Our destination for today was 
Montorrey and Cannery Row - the Montorrey 
aquarium was worth visiting but the decision 
was soon made to move on to Clint's town, 
Carmel. It was quiet and unexciting, but had a 
good beach. Then back to Livermore. Being aware 
of all the media-hype about Televangelists, I 
was a bit worried about the number of high
tech churches - one has the impression that 
religion is a different matter in America. The 
Oscars were on that night - Michael Caine and 
Paul Newman did well to get nominated. Sleep. 

31st March: Journey to Los Angeles. We took off 
from San Francisco airport and landed in the 
L.A. heat bowl at 84°F. The smog was not really 
that noticeable. We drove off to get our two 
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travelling buses and then cruised (as you always 
do on the American freeways) to Santa Monica 
and the Hotel Carmel. After supper we went 
down to Santa Monica pier (the setting for the 
final scene of Bette Middler's Ruthless People) 
for a game or two in the arcades. Ed Siegle and 
Jamie Cunningham proved unbeatable on the 
table foo tball pitch. 

1st April: No April Fool tricks - except for the 
rather annoying hotel phone calls for a rather 
early rise. Off for number three beach trip, to 
Malibu Beach , past the John Paul Getty Museum 
and the home of Mac. the Brat. Malibu Beach 
was clearly the home of surfers and film-makers. 
In the afternoon we went to Ventura County 
(to the north of L.A.) to play the Ventura Bull
dogs. The pitch was a strange mixture of grass, 
desert and water hole, but we still won the game 
2 - 1. Some of us then had the dubious 'pleasure' 
of cruising around Moorpark to see that the 
All-American days of Grease and American 
Graffiti are not dead. 

2nd April: We met up at Moorpark College 
grounds and had a five-a-side practice under 
the sun; and then Gavin put us through his old 
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Olympic training circuit, which fairly killed us! 
Off on another beach escapade - to Zoomer 
Beach, with a borrowed surfboard. Aadel Kardooni 
tried it, but didn' t much take to the water: 
Simon Oliver tried in vain , before Mr. Whiteley 
and James Kraunsoe vaguely succeeded. 

3rd April: Our firs! match at the East L.A. 
College Olympic Stadium. It was a grey day with 
wind, which suited us. The morning was spent 
walking around Hollywood and Sunset Boulevard, 
pacing out the 'Walk of Fame', where old black
and-white silent comedy stars like Harold Lloyd 
are commemorated - even the old-timer himself, 
John Wayne! Then off to the Stadium. The at
mosphere was tense, and we played defensive, 
unattacking hockey. We lost 1 - 0, but that does 
not truly indicate the pressure we soaked up. 
The game was an ugly affair, with three players 
sent off. I had had the rather naive notion that 
playing an international team would be fun and 
not merely a competitive affair - I soon learned 
otherwise! Our team went back, drained, needing 
to pull out a!J the reserves for the next match. 

4th April: Most had a fairly good lie-in at our 
various hosts' before meeting for the second 
international, on the same pitch where we'd 
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played earlier. The game went much the same 
way as the day before and was not a good 
advertisement for hockey. There were no inspired 
performances and Sherborne seemed withdrawn 
after the previous day's exertions. We lost 2 - 0 
and then had to set off for Orange County, to 
the south of L.A. This is the land of the rich 
- and L.A. has some extremely rich families. 
The central base was with an exceptionally 
generous family of Australians called the Lloyds. 
We had some good food and drink before dis
appearing to our new hosts. 

5th April: Back to the East L.A. Stadium where 
there was a hockey festival of sorts. We saw some 
very good young Australians from Sydney (U.1 5) 
beat the best U.15 that America cou ld produce 
and then had our last international ... the first 
half went 2 - 0 their way, but the second half 
produced our best hockey. We outplayed them 
on our last legs but only got back one. Aadel 
Kardoorti proved his strength to the team by 
get ting the goal. To be fair to the players, physical 
exhaustion had set in and the final effort was 
fine. As captain, I felt angry at not being able 
really to pull out my best for the internationals 
as the U.S.A. U .19 were, frankly, not much better 
than us. The serious business over, we went off 



for pizzas and returned for our fina l celebrity 
match against Orange County . Gavin and Mr. Scott 
put on the blue tour-shirt and played well. It 
was a fun match, with us winning 3 - 0 , Rob 
Kitchin finishing the tour in fine style with 
the last goal. We then went back to the Lloyds 
for a good evening. 

6th April: This day was very much a beach day. 
In the afternoon , courtesy of Mrs. Scott's brother 
(Mrs. Scott, incidentally, joined us in L.A.) we 
went off to the L.A. Rams training ground . We 
saw the first-class facilities, including the weight
training room with mirrors and music in the 
background. Incidentally, we learned that the 
set-up spent some .$3000 a season on chewing 
gum for players. And then Laguna beckoned for 
a last dash into the Pacific. The setting was 
what one might imagine of a California in the 
films - palms, fast cars, beach people. We had 
another good evening at the Lloyds, watching 
the titans, Sugar Ray Leonard and Hagler, fight 
it out. 

7th April: Disneyland Day! Stu Williams got us 
a free entry, and we took our pick of the roller
coasters (Space Mountain or Matterhorn), the 
Haunted House, Pirates and cable car. There 
was even a 3-D film with Michael Jackson as 
Captain EO. And so we finished in the mar
vellous plastic land of obese Americans and 
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brattish kids, and went back to the rather more 
relaxed atmosphere of Hotel Carmel. We held 
our team supper at 'Tony Rama 's Restaurant ' 
with a loud group of American waitresses, and 
Mr. Scott was presented with a print of Laguna 
Beach - I think he rather fancied retiring there. 

8th April: The final day before our return to 
Fish-and-Chip land (though some of us had got 
in the mood earlier on, with fish and chips at 
Santa Monica!). The day was very hot and on the 
whole we were glad to be going back, even 
though it meant a long and exhausting flight. 
Home and bed beckoned, and we were back in 
a world of relative normality again, away from 
the heat and hurly-burly of California. 

The tour record was won 5, lost 5, which, as 
Mr. Macnaghten put it, was a diplomatic set of 
results to get while visiting our cousins on the 
other side of the Atlantic. 

Tour Party: A. Wright (captain), A. Kardooni, 
J . Kraunsoe,S. Williams, ]. Cunningham,E. Siegle, 
M. Forgione, P. Hodges, W. Jodrell, J . Alexander, 
P. Carey, S. Oliver, R. Kitchen, J. Swann . 

The Staff were: Mr. and Mrs. Scott, Mr. and 
Mrs. Whiteley and Gavin Featherstone. 

A. Wright 



Hockey 

1st XI 

The season started in its normal fashion with 
the temperature dropping down to freezing point 
the day prior to the pre-season group returning. 
The availability of the all-weather surface was 
seen at its best with the first match against 
Exeter being played with a background of snow 
piled on the adjoining fences. The same surface 
proved its worth by allowing all age groups to 
train and play on it at least twice a week. 

The Xl almost chose itself with the only 
debates coming at inside left and right wing; 
these positions were fiJJed by Perrin Carey and 
Robert Kitchin, both of whom were promoted 
from the Colts. It was thought that the speed of 
Robert Kitchin would certainly trouble opposing 
defences, although there was a question mark 
over his skill in a tight marking game. Perrin 
Carey was known to have the hockey skills; 
here it was more a question of whether he could 
stand up, both mentally and physically, to the 
pace of play at this level. 

Undoubtedly, our programme has a lop-sided 
look, in that all the weaker fixtures are played 
early in the term followed by a demanding list 
after half-term. The hope was to be able to adapt 
to a style of play which required a very com
petent back four, as a sweeper was not being 
employed. This did in fact begin to operate, 
although there was always a question mark against 
the pace and distributive skilJs of Jamie Cunning
ham. Initially, victory over Downside, Exeter, 
Monkton Combe and Dauntsey's may have left 
an impression of a side who were on the verge 
of becoming extremely good. Somehow, we 
managed to play excellent hockey up to our 
opponents' goal area then found ourselves unable 
to convert our chances. It was only when we 
played Bryanston that we madeeverythlngcount, 
scoring seven goals without reply. We then played 
an ill-tempered game against Dorset School
masters who gave the impression of not wishing 
to be on the wrong end of a heavy defeat. Play 
in this match proved to be of an extremely high 
standard with Adam Wright in dominant form at 
centre half and Jim AJexander working well from 
inside right. 

After half-term, the true worth of the side 
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was going to be tested, especially as we were due 
to play our one and only game on grass against 
King's Taunton. In the end it was a good victory 
by three goals to one with Aadel Kardooni giving 
the King's defenders no time to se11le on the ball. 
With mood fairly buoyant we travelled to Marl
borough in the hope of reversing a heavy defeat 
from the previous season. Unfortunately this 
was not to be, mainly due to the fact that they 
scored two goals before we had woken up. This 
state of affairs did not improve; eventually we 
conceded six goals with no reply. On the day, 
Marlborough looked to be sharper, more deter
mined and certainly more positive on the ball. 
A day we would wish to forget. The match against 
Millfield was extremely competitive with the 
opposition squeezing in one goal, direct from a 
short corner. 

With our tour to U.S.A. looming large there 
was a need for a draw or win with Canford. They 
proved to have one of their weaker sides but on 
the day managed, by sheer determination. to 
beat us by the odd goal. Our final home match 
was against the West of England Men's XI who 
were using the fixture not only for practice, but 
also for selection towards their inter-divisional 
tournament, consequently they were pulling out 
all the stops. Although the XI lost by four goals 
the maturity in the play was to stand us in good 
stead for the games to be played on foreign 
soil. 

Undoubtedly, looking at the results gives the 
impression of two distinct halves to the season, 
with a good opener and a rather weak end. 
Possibly our major problem was to find two 
centre backs who not only had pace but also 
the ability to play under pressure. Unfortunately 
this combination did not become apparent until 
we arrived in Los Angeles. The other problem 
was that we had no one to play on the left hand 
side after Andy Morton moved to centre forward, 
where he performed with great success. 

My thanks must go to the XJ and to Adam 
Wright for his excellent leadershjp both on and 
off the field. Also to Jim Alexander for lightening 
my load by his organisation of the junior leagues 
programme. And to Gavin Featherstone for his 
help not only at this level but also throughout 
the School. 



Team: J. Kraunsoe, W. Jodrell, J. Cunningham, 
P. Hodges, E. Siegle, A. Wright (Captain), 
A. Kardooni , J. Alexander, A. Morton, R. Kitchin. 

Also Played: S. Williams, S. Oliver, J . Swann 
M. Forgione, A. Hatch, A. Ratcliffe. 

Results: Played J 7 , Won 7, Lost 6, Drawn 4. 

Exeter w 4 2 
Downside w 4 0 
Monkton Combe w 2 0 
Dauntsey's w 5 0 
Bryanston w 7 0 
King's Taunton w 3 I 
King's Bruton D 2 2 
Taunton D I J 
Marlborough L 0 6 
Mill field L 0 1 
Canford L I 2 
Occidentals D 2 2 

2nd XI 

The season, for the 2nd XI, started with great 
expectations and enthusiasm, and finished the 
same way - the expectations never really mat
erialised. 

The season began with a string of reasonable 
results which Jed the team into believing that it 
was, in fact , quite a good side. This was em
phasized by our not-too-infrequent victories 
against the 1st XI in practice. (Somehow we 
always had an excuse for our much-more
frequent defeats!) 

So the team adopted Jon Swann's attitude 
and became a little too laid-back and confident 
when taking to the field: a pattern which we 
found difficult to break, unfortunately. The 
game against Marlborough was a prime example, 
although the confidence soon went. 

Dorset A D I l 
Dorset Schoolmasters w 4 2 
G.D. Featherstones Xl L l 4 
Pilgrims L 0 4 
West of England Xl L 0 4 

U.S.A. Tour Results: Played J 0, Won 5, Lost 5. 

University of California L 2 3 

" " " L 3 6 
Livermore County w 3 0 
Livermore All Stars w 3 1 
Stanford University w 2 0 
Ventura County w 2 1 
Orange County w 3 0 
U.S.A. U.21 's L 0 2 

L 0 l 

" 
,. L 1 2 

D.A.S. 

I think we could, quite fairly, put down our 
infirmities of attitude to the constant swapping 
around of the team, as is so often a problem of 
2nd teams. We lost Alan Llewellyn, our major 
strike force up front, at half term as he went for 
an 'education' in France, as did Mike Kilburn, 
our 'flying' winger. Grant Mclean, at the back, 
was often missing, at interviews or through 
injury, and was a big Joss to the team as we 
didn't get the accustomed ten-minute break 
whenever we gave the ball to him. Also, as our 
taker of penalty flicks, he was invaluable, as we 
were awarded a large number throughout the 
term. (Grant scored 3 in the match against 
Dauntsey's.) We also lost Jon Swann for a few 
games, later in the season. The biggest blow this 
brought us was the decline in female support 
on the touch line. 
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The side , like all teams, had its strong points, 
the strongest being our mastermind, captain and 
keeper, Stuart Williams. His acrobatics kept out 
many a potential goal and his voice, thundering 
from the back, was more than once, the only 
thing to bring the team into line. Jon Swann, at 
half, also showed a lot of talent every now and 
again and also kept a smile on our faces. Jon 
always seemed to get lost whenever we were 
anywhere near a girls' institution! Alistair Hatch 
and Marco Forgione, our very own Italian 
Stallion, both at the back , put in some excellent 
tackles and very often got the opposition frust
rated by their ability to spoil nearly every attack. 
Steven Kilmartin at centre half, had the talent to 
spread the ball around the pitch at will, but often, 
like the rest of us, lacked the aggression needed 
to do so. Our two hard men of the team, who 
certainly didn 't lack the verbal aggression, both 
played at inside - Jo Burn and Simon Oliver. 
The former of our Westcott duo played some 
excellent hockey and the latter occasionally 
showed us a bit of talent as well, when he was 
not Jagging too far behind play. That leaves our 
trusty wingers, of whom we had many: John 
Drake always smiling and running ; Mike Kilburn, 
who, sadly, we saw little of; Chris Davis, who was 
in and out of the team according to 1st XI 
requirements and his own engagements; Guy 
Wansbrough, who never grumbled, time and time 
again , when asked to plug the hole an injury had 
created. 

3rd XI 

A determined and enthusiastic group worked 
hard at, and enjoyed , their hockey, and produced 
the best results for some years. Marlborough, 
King's Taunton and Canford provided the 
stiffest opposition but tight competitive play 
in all departments successfully prevented them 
from being victorious. The captain, R. Brown, at 
centre-half, made intelligent use of the field , 
and his ability to spot openings and exploit 
them served the team well, as did his contagious 
enthusiasm. J. Eeles and P. Dare-Bryan provided 

Finally. I must express the team's gratitude 
to Mr. Hatch who gave up a Jot of his time to 
umpire us wherever we went. We were always, 
at least, guaranteed one fair ref. 

To summarise, I can only say that this team 
was not one of the greatest to represent Sher
borne, but if the object of any sport is enjoyment, 
rhen we were a world beater. 

Team: J. Burn, C. J. Davis, J.P. Drake , M.F.For
gione, A. M. Hatch, T. L. Jones, E. M. S. Kilburn , 
S. N. Kilmartin, A. B. Llewellyn ,!. G. M. McLean, 
S. V. Oliver , A. L. Reay,J. G. Swann , S. D. Williams 
(Captain). 

Results: Played l l , Won 5, Lost 5, Drawn 1. 

Downside w 7 0 
Monkton Combe w 3 0 
Dauntsey's w 4 0 
Bryan st on w 2 0 
King's Taunton L 0 1 
Milton Abbey D l 1 
King's Bruton w 2 l 
Taunton L 0 1 
Marlborough L 0 4 
Mill field L 1 3 
Can ford L l 2 

A. L. Reay 

a stout defence , the former having the persistence 
of a terrier, and the latter the uncompromise 
of a tank! Both made up in reliability what they 
lacked in speed. A laconic and mercurial J . Camp
bell at centre-forward was well served by his 
insides but, despite showing some touches of 
great skill, did not manage to beat the goal
keeper too often. T. Wilson showed some im
pressive turns of speed at the front and good 
dribbling skills, as did Welchman, who always 
seemed to make lots of time for himself when 
inside the 'D'_ On the left wing G. Wansbrough 
demonstrated his skills time and again , succeeding 
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in about 95% of cases to get the ball into the 
'D'. Despite good service throughout the season 
from both wings, the sight of a ball whistling 
across the 'D' unstruck, like a pheasant down 
a line of guns, was all too frequent. Nevertheless, 
the efficiency and ruthlessness of the short
corner drills was the scourge of GCA's Junior 
Colts. T. Reade pulled off some memorable 
and exceptional saves when the pressure was 
on , and also let some through his legs when 
it was off. C. Whittell was an energetic right
wing whose dribbling improved considerably 
during the course of the term, as did his strike 
of the ball. A. Vaux developed as a stalwart of 

the side working very hard all the time and 
tackling back very well . His strike of the ball has 
the power of a steam-hammer, as many dis
covered at great cost to their limbs. 

In general this was a most successful and 
enjoyable season ; congratulations to a well
motivated and skilful side. Next year more 
practice at finishing will be required, and the 
services of DAS have been enlisted for this 
purpose. 

Results: Played 6, Won 3, Drawn 3. 

MJ.A.S. 

H 
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4th XI 

The fourths, as ever, was a team struggling for 
survival. Recurrent illnesses and the Joss of players 
to other teams meant that the 4th XI found itself 
with a different side each match. The movements 
in the team are reflected in the wildly fluctuating 
results. The first matches of the season were 
promising: almost reaching double figures against 
Dauntsey's at home, the team's morale was 
boosted by a resounding victory. Another win 
was achieved against Taunton, a match which 
gave Clive Lee ample opportunity to show his 
skills on the wing. Impressive performances were 
also given by Dominic Wheeler , J im Down and 
Will Harding. A decline in the cohesiveness of 
our playing was apparent in the matches against 
Milton Abbey and Clayesmore, although comfort 
can be drawn from the fact that we were playing 
their 2nd XI teams. One match that cannot go 
without a mention was the popular fixture that 
did not appear in the Blue Book - our game 
against the Sherborne Girls' School !st XI. The 
men definitely came out on top. although the 
girls did show considerable skill in handling the 

. \' \ \~ 
'I i1 ' , 
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ball and tackling. Our last game of the season was 
on a water-logged pitch at Canford where we 
witnessed some creditable playing from such 
sturdy regulars as James Liddiard, Richard 
Callister and Ed Masters. It was a spirited finale 
to the season ; for many it would be the last 
opportunity to represent the School in a team. 
Good or bad results, everyone ejoyed the season 
and wiU have gained something from the ex
perience of representing the 4th Xl. 

We thank MJ AS and his 3rd XI for giving 
invaluable opportunities to practice our skills 
(and graciously allowing us to beat them once 
in a while). The conditions were often Siberian, 
the pitch frozen and the elements against us but 
this did nothing to diminish the enthusiasm with 
which these practice games were played. The 
largest thanks must go to AKW, who quickly 
picked up the rules of the game and kept the 
matches together with stunning professionalism. 

Results: Played 6, Won 2, Lost 3, Drawn I. 

R. Organ (Captain) 
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5th XI 

Those who had the common sense not to opt for 
cross country arrived once again at pitch nine, 
armed with suitable protective clothing and a 
hockey stick. Th.is is the lower two. Twice a week 
throughout the term we charged up and down , 
chasing the ball and occasionally connecting! 

The first match at Clayesmore was drawn: 
some good play by the forwards kept us scoring 
and some not so good play by the backs kept 
them scoring; the result was a 4 - 4 draw. 
After wearing us out with the walk to the distant 
pitch, Marlborough applied the 'coup de grace' 
by scoring four goals in the first half, from which 
we never recovered. 

Our final match brought us our long-sought
after victory playing the Sherborne Girls' first 
XI. On their all-weather pitch the ball moved fast 
and our speed helped us to keep possession. 
Such was our confidence that Condon took over 

the goal keeping at half-time to allow R. Williams 
a touch of the ball. We won, a convincing 3 0. 
Our correspondent says that brute force and 
ignorance triumphed over artistry, but I prefer to 
think lhac the glorious fifths had acquired some 
skill. Fortunately our eight-year unbeaten home 
record was maintained - we didn't play at home! 

Many thanks must go co Dr. Gardner for 
puuing up with us and appearing to enjoy it! 

Team: James (Captain). Bartlett. Brumage. 
Condon, Fussell, Gee , llardwick. Lim. Lytle. 
Madden. Stocken, Williams. 

Results: Played J, Won I, Lost I , Drawn 1. 

Clayesmore 
Marlborough 
S.S.G. 

Colts A 

D 
L 
w 

4 
6 
3 

4 
l 
0 

R. Williams 

The cool weather at the start of the term did 
little to dampen the enthusiasm of this squad. 
It was th.is enthusiasm that carried the side through 
one or two close matches but it was also lacking 
in crucial parts of crucial games. 

The matches up to half-term were varied. 
Downside were defeated with ease whilst the icy 
conditions made the game at Monkton Combe a 

• lottery. Excellent hockey was shown against 
Dauntsey's and especially at Bryanston. The 
match at King's Taunton was very hard and close, 
with the side soaking up enormous pressure till 
the final whistle (a disallowed goal!). After 
the break, King's Bruton were overwhelmed, but 
the trip to Taunton provided a very hard-fought 
game and a creditable result. Then on to our 
three hard games. The story of each game was 
almost exactly the same - three early goals to 
the opposition, then terri torial parity and even 
more shots on goal - if only the defence had 
been awake! 

SS 

Bulstrode kept sound ly for most of the season, 
but had difficulties adjusting to the requirements 
of differing surfaces. Smithson took over his 
duties enthusiastically and competently when 
Bulstrode took off for the oval ball. At the back, 
Pratt and Lloyd learnt slowly, but they will 
gradually realise the need for communication 
and total team commitment. Allen, as right 
defender, played well within his limits, whilst 
Colby did a superb job in many games in the 
difficult left-defender slot. In midfield, de la Hey , 
Ratcliffe, Leeke, Craig and Williams shared the 
tasks. They all had their moments, but there 



were times either when the ball was carried too 
far, or when they tried to attack in force, leaving 
the midfield to the opposition. Smithson , Canning 
and the ubiquitous Williams tried manfully to 
provide a service from the wings , and Painter 
(the first to admit his limits) had several rasping 
shots from centre forward. 

There are several players of real promise in 
this side. Ratcliffe and de la Hey both played at 
a higher level, and there are others who will in 
the future. The main lesson to be learned from 
the term's hockey is that perseverance is a most 
vital adjunct to ability . The tenacity of some 
players was found wanting, and it is the willing· 
ness of these few to keep up with the rest that 
will enable the School to have good sides in the 
future. 

My thanks go to several people; BAMH, for 
running the 'B' side and providing much en
thusiasm, efficiency and native wit; DAS and 
Gavin Featherstone for hours of coaching, advice, 
remonstration and demonstration ; Mervyn 
Brown and his staff for good pitches; finally, 

John de la Hey for leading the side through thick 
and thin with sensible determination and not a 
little skill. 

Team (from ): de la Hey (Captain), Bulstrode, 
Colby, Pratt, Lloyd, Williams, Leeke, Ratcliffe, 
Craig, Smithson, Painter, Canning, Allen. 

Results: Played 10, Won 4 , Lost 3, Drawn 3. 

Downside w 3 0 
Monkton Combe D I I 
Dauntsey's w 4 0 
Bryanston w 6 l 
King's Taunton D l l 
King's Bruton w 7 0 
Taunton D I I 
Marlborough L 0 3 
Millfield L 1 3 
Can ford L 0 3 

G.C.A. 

~· 
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Colts 'B' 

The very cold weather at the beginning of the 
Lent Term meant that the early training had to 
be done on the all-weather pitch. While this was 
fast and exciting the reality was that Colts 'B' 
matches were to be played on grass. 

The frozen ground thawed a little for the first 
game of the season, against Monkton Combe. 
The pitch was very slippery but despite this, and 
the lack of practice on grass, the team won , and 
everyone played well. The Bryanston game was 
played on a rather rough pitch and this was only 
the second time the boys had played on grass. 
They were a little unlucky to lose, especially to 
the only penalty flick of the season. Two days 
later, the game against King's Taunton was easily 
won with Robertson, Haywood and Knechtli, 
the captain, playing especially well. 

The first match after half-term was played on 
tarmac at Milton Abbey, and under extremely 
wet conditions. What is more, having to wait 
until the first match of the afternoon had finished 
did not help. Despite these difficulties, to Jose 
by only three goals to an excellent Milton Abbey 
side was very satisfying. The rain continued and 
as a result the match which was to be played two 
days later against Taunton was cancelled. The 
match against Marlborough was played under 
ideal conditions and, although the team won, 
the margin should have been greater. A similar 
comment can be made about the Canford match. 
The difficulty with both of these matches lay in 
playing short shots when, under the conditions, 
long through-balls would have been better. 
Those who gave particularly good performances 
in these matches were Dawson and Maynard in 
defence, Knechtli in the centre and Robson, 
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Robertson and White in attack. Each of the other 
players contributed enthusiastically and reference 
must be made to the efforts of Barber in goal. 

Many thanks to all the boys who played and 
who made the season so very enjoyable. Thanks 
to the coaches: Gavin Featherstone, DAS and 
GCA. JR L was the home umpire and he was so 
successful that we never lost a home match! 

The Following Played: R. Barber, S. Black, 
M. Colby, D. Craig, A. Dawson, P. Knechtli 
(Captain), J-M. Maynard , J. Mitchell, S. Mulherin , 
M. Pugsley, T. Robertson, S. Robson, T. Sharpe, 
R. Smithson, W. Stokely, T. White. 

- - ----

Junior Colts 

The most significant aspect of the season was 
the improvement in the teams' attitude to 
Hockey. At the beginning of term, they were 
reluctant to practise and learn new skills; towards 
the end they began to appreciate the benefits 
of lrain}Jlg and were prepared to work hard. 

Team selection was difficult in the early 
stages because, although we played all our 
matches, there were few days we could train in 
between. It was several weeks before a clear 
pattern of play developed. Meanwhile , the team 
lacked the spirit to compete when they faced 
adverse conditions. 

The season started slowly with losses against 
Exeter and Monkton Combe, a draw against 
Dauntsey's and a win against Downside. The 
turning point came with a sound performance 
against Bryanston. Stevens distributed well from 
mid-field and Crowe looked dangerous in attack. 

Despite the scoreline (0 - 4), the team played 
some excellent hockey against King's Taunton 
who beat us for pace at the back. The following 
weekend, a side decimated by confirmation put 
up a spirited performance against Taunton losing 
1 - 0. lnciden tally, the previous year against 
the same opponents, they had lost 9 - l. 

The Marlborough game was tight but despite 
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Results: Played 6, Won 4, Lost 2. 

Monkton Combe W 
Bryanston L 
King's Taunton W 
Milton Abbey, 'A' XI L 
Marlborough W 
Canfo~ W 

5 
I 
4 
0 
3 
3 

0 
2 
I 
3 
1 
1 

B.A.M.H. 

DI= 

being 2 - 0 up within ten minutes we lost 4 - 3 
to a goal in the closing minutes. This was followed 
by a competent team effort against a strong 
Millfield side which produced a 3 - 3 draw. 

The Canford game was a fitting finale to the 
season. Some superb hockey and devastating 
finishing resulted in a 5 - 0 victory. 

There were no outstanding individuals in the 
side, which is why we struggled at the beginning 
of the season, but the team was ably led by 
Crowe who could develop into an accomplished 
centre forward in the coming years. 

I would like to thank LDG for all his efforts 
in assisting with the coaching and running the 
'B' team. 

'A' Team: Crowe (Captain), Hamick, Kingsley, 
Fairlie, Atwell, Stevens, Macbeth, Haskins, 
Davies, Westwater, Wilson. 

Results: Played 11 , Won 4, Lost 5, Drawn 2. 

'B ' Team: Brooks (Captain), Marchant-Smith, 
Moorhouse, Clark, Richardson, Sail, Pitman, 
Tall, Sayer, Levy, Perkins, Paterson, Campbell. 

Results: Played 9, Won 4, Lost 4, Drawn I. 

J.P.W. 



Under 14 'A' has been a pleasure to take , but if they fulfil 
their potential, they should be a side of which 

Bad weather meant not only the cancellation the School will be proud. 
of the first match against Exeter, but also that all 
the early season practices had to take place in Team: N. Barber, J. Persse, P. Hammond-Giles, 
the Sports Hall. Controlling and hitting the ball F. Hughes, B. Siegle (Captain), T. Macpherson , 
on a smooth, true surface, helped develop skills, L. Baker, A. Baines, P. Clarke, A. Robertson, 
but was not the ideal preparation for matches T. Sutton. 
played on pitch 7. Nevertheless, it was clear 
from the start that this was a team that had skill Also Played: T. Jones, S. Watling. 
and enthusiasm. 

Victories were achieved against Downside and Results: Played l 0, Won 6, Lost 2, Drawn 2 . 
Monkton Combe, but the margin of victory did 
not really reflect the quality of the team. Good 
position would be set up , but the final touch to 
score goals was too often missing. This was true 
throughout the season and was most noticeable 
in the drawn match with Bryanston. 

The victories against King's Taunton and 
Taunton were the result of the team playing at 
their best. The quality of play in both games was 
high, as the players demonstrated good stick 
work, control of the ball and short, square passes. 
Beating Taunton for the first time for seven years, 
at the U-14 level, was a measure of the team's 
ability. Yet in between these two games was a 
defeat by King's Bruton , which was really caused 
by over-confidence. 

The game against Marlborough was played on 
the all-weather surface where the skill of the 
players was very much in evidence and brought 
victory, while the drawn match against Millfield 
showed only too clearly what a different game it 
is on a very heavy pitch. The final match against 
Canford, on the all-weather surface, between the 
two best sides on the circuit, was a pleasure to 
watch, despite the result. 

They had good results because they played 
well as a team. Barber was secure in goal. The 
backs, Persse and Hammond-Giles, played coolly 
under pressure, but were undoubtedly the 
slowest back pair on the circuit. The mid-field 
trio, Hughes, Siegle and Macpherson did run a 
great deal and distributed the ball intelligently. 
The forwards, Baker, Baines, Clarke, Robertson 
and Sutton, combined well. There is much skill 
there , but they all need to refine their judge
ment of when to pass the ball and when to keep 
it and to make the individual break. They will 
then score a lot more goals. 

lam grateful to Siegle for his efficient captain
ing of the side and to DAS and Gavin Feather
stone for the professional coaching which they 
gave to the side, and which improved the team's 
technique a great deal. They are a side which it 

Downside 
Monkton Combe 
Bryanston 
Dauntsey's 
King' s Taunton 
King's Bruton 
Taunton 
Marlborough 
Millfield 
Can ford 

l 
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w 2 I 
w 4 2 
D I 1 
w 3 ] 

w I 0 
L 0 I 
w I 0 
w 3 1 
D I I 
L 2 3 

S.D.A.M. 



Under 14 •B' 

This team is to be congratulated on the 
marvellous season it had, finishing the only 
side in the School that was not only undefeated, 
but also victorious in all their matches. What they 
lacked in technical skills they more than made up 
for with their enthusiasm, and they always played 
with great determination. They were always 
willing to learn and to try to put into practice 
the advice they were given, but one of their 
main strengths was the support and encourage
ment that they gave to one another: that is, they 
played as a team. 

The leading goal scorers were J. R. Alderson 
and P. A. Evans, each with eleven goals, but the 
rest of the forward line contributed, if not in 
actually scoring, by making it possible for the 
others by creating the opportunities. 

The defence were outstanding as can be seen 
from the few goals our opponents managed to 
score. E.W. K. Teo who was 'volunteered' to be 
goal keeper proved to be very talented , and, 
untiJ his promotion to the 'A' side in the last 
game had only conceded one goal. He was helped 
considerably by the sound pair of full backs, 

D. M. Old and P. C. F. Brown, who played with 
calm assurance. 

B. T. Patten captained the side competently 
and always set a good example at centre half, 
and the wing halves, E. H. L. Playfair and 
J. E.G. Boucher, always played thoughtfully and 
constructively. 

Team: J. R. Alderson, J . E. G. Boucher, 
P. C. F. Brown, P. A. Evans, M. P. Honer, 
N. J.P. Jordan, D. M. Old, B. T. Patten (Captain), 
E. H. L. PJayfair , E.W. K. Teo, S. C. G. Watling. 

Results: Played 9, Won 9. 

Downside w l 0 
Monkton Combe w 6 1 
Dauntsey's w 2 0 
Bryanston w 4 0 
King's Taunton w 5 0 
Milton Abbey w 6 0 
Marlborough w 5 0 
Millfield w 4 0 
Canford w 6 I 

C.M.G.H. 

Soccer 
If the results record suggests a season as barren 

and unimpressive as the previous, then statistics 
do indeed lie, for this was an enjoyable campaign 
for coach, players and spectators alike. When 
firing on all cylinders, we played better football 
than any side I have coached for three or four 
years, because the team was willing to listen and 
work at putting right its shortcomings, which 
were, as usual , exposed mainly by Bournemouth 
and Clifton. Settling to a regular playing pattern 
in school matches was not helped by Downside, 
Old Shirburnians and Shaftesbury cancelling 
fixtures. Apart from the fact that we could 
realistically have expected to triumph in two of 
those games, it also meant that players were 
attuned and primed for a hard game and were 
then left, usually at very short notice, with a 
free afternoon or yet another practice. Clearly 
the fixture list needs close examination and, 
possibly , changes. 

Fosters provided a tough first hurdle to clear, 
and we fell , 4 - O. If the score was the same as 
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in last year's encounter, we were at least able to 
feel with some justification that the score rather 
flattered the victors and that we had made a 
game of it. The axe fell , heads rolled and a sub
stantiaUy different team made the trip to Bristol 
Cathedral School for a ding-dong game which 
we were determined to win and duly did, 5 - 3. 
Nerve racking? My heart was in my mouth so 
often 1 thought I'd been given a misjudged 
transplant. King's Taunton allowed us time on 
the ball and room to play with it , so we coasted 
to a comfortable win. The game against Bristol 
Grammar was eminently forgettable, so suffice it 
to say that we played badly and deservedly Jost. 
Down at Bournemouth , the home side quickly 
found a competent XI after first presenting us 
with total ignorance about any game. First it 
looked as though we would win narrowly, then 
an honourable draw was on the cards, but in 
the dying seconds we lost 3 - 2! The demoral
izing effect was evident in what proved to be 
the final match of the season, against Clifton. 



They quickly accumulated a 5 - 0 mountain 
for us to climb, but a spirited second-half revival 
led to an eventual 6 - 3 scoreline. 

A notable feature of this year's 1st XI was 
the gradual emergence of members of the I st 
XV rugby side who applied their fitness and 
tactical awareness to the demands of the round
ball game. This resulted in Cameron Dunn, Andy 
Barrett, Derek Finch and Tom Ashworth all 
holding down regular places by the end of the 
season. If called upon to characterize their play, 
I think dependable, robust, fleet-footed and 
accomplished respectively would not be un
fair. Certainly, Tom was the player to whom the 
team looked if we were to play well. The seasoned 
campaigners who formed the backbone of the 
side were Tim Levy in goal, Richard Youngman 
at centre-back, Adam James, the captain, and 
Mike Calvelli in midfield and Mike Lawson up 
front. All five showed a great deal of improve
ment upon their performances of last year, 
particularly Mike Lawson. The side was completed 
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by Matt Evans and Tony Wellby, both of whom 
looked increasingly good whether defending or 
going forward and who will no doubt form the 
hub of next year's defence. 

The 2nd XI was, as ever, composed of lags and 
hopefuls who drew a couple, lost a couple and 
might even have won one, but more importantly 
they gave and received enjoyment in all their 
games. 

1 am heavily indebted to M LM, who seems to 
have the patience of a saint in dealing with 
people either unwilling or unable to fulfil their 
fixtures commitments, to NWL and MAW for 
their infectious enthusiasm , quiet control and 
knowledgeable advice (work out for yourselves 
who has which of these qualities) and to ST and 
GT for providing arbitration for those who 
figured in Game B. 

1st XJ Results: Played 6, Won 2, Lost 4, Drawn 0 

D.B.C. 



for the North Dorset Championships; once again 
we did well, both Colts and Senior teams winning 
their trophies. But the whole occasion was marred 
by the abject failure of modern technology to 
rise to the occasion ; we were using a computer, 
for the first time, to give us speedier results than 
ever before but it didn' t quite work out like that. 
There is, indeed, something to be said for handing 
out cloakroom tickets by hand at the fmish! 
The School's team came first in the Monkton 
Combe Road Relay - and we should not forget , 
either, RG who ran as a member of the staff 
team. 

The Ken Baily races saw Sherborne teams 
once again successful (though not quite on a par 
with last year) and the conspicuous achievement 
of Sherborne runners in the County Champion
ships, held tJ1is year at Bryanston, has already 
been mentioned. It was good that with our half
term once again coinciding with that of other 
schools we were able to participate in the Marden 
Cup races at King's Bruton: the Colts team yet 
again came first ; the Seniors were fourth. The 
Sherborne Trophy had to move its venue once 
again - this year back to the farm north of the 
A30 ; it was a day of rain and a course of mud 
but visiting teams did not seem to mind - the 
Colts scored another notable victory in beating 

opposition by a clear 11 2 po in ts! A new fixture 
this year was the Bryanston Relays organised 
for the first time by Peter Fryer at his new school. 
Lloyd Collier, Edward Raymond and Marcus 
Wheeler all recorded fastest times, Raymond an 
under- I 5 running in the under-16 race! As 
usual, the last fixture of the season was the 
Wellington Trophy and while no team actually 
won its race, the overall aggregate gave us first 
position to hold the trophy. The All-England 
Championships were held at Preston after the 
end of term, with a number of Shirburnians 
distinguishing themselves and Raymond going on 
to greater things. 

Without wishing to belittle or ignore the 
achievements of the Juniors or Seniors, it is with 
the Colts team that the great success of the 
season lies: they came first in every one of their 
races with the exception of the last, in the 
Wellington Trophy - a very distinguished per
formance indeed. Thanks go to AJ H and RG 
for their hard work coaching and also to Peter 
Thompson whom we welcomed as a coach for 
the first time this season. Marcus Wheeler gave a 
very positive lead as captain while having a very 
good season himself. 

J.H. 

'I'm glad my husband's bought a billiard-table; 
it takes his mind off golf.• 
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Every house is keen to point out in its House report that its achievements over the last term have 
been considerable. I make no apologies for continuing this practice, since the evidence before me 
undoubtedly assures me that I am justified in this. With the return of Mr. Facer came a series of 
achievements and successes. In nze long and The Shorr and The Tall, Tim Bostel played the leading 
role, and Cyril Lee can also be credited with a notable performance. Unfortunately, Ben Pelly was 
unable to take part because he was stricken with appendicitis at the eleventh hour. There was also 
the Lower Sixth play, which was produced by Jonathan- Arnold. David Wilson, Robert Pringle and 
James Macdonald played three of the important parts, and other members of the year were responsible 
for the backstage work. Not bad for a year which later had five of its members away in Spain and 
France. 

In the classroom, it would appear that School House is working hard: we had more star prizes 
than any other house. At the other end of the School, Paddy lrwin finally got his well deserved place 
at Balliol College, Oxford, and Andrew Morton was offered a conditional place at Cambridge, whilst 
still finding time to play Hockey well enough to earn his first XI Colours. 

On the Hockey field, the Junior Leagues' team won their competition, and two other teams reached 
the finals. On the Squash court, Clive Wood inspired the House to victories in both the Senior and 
Junior competitions, and also won the Maclntosh individual trophy. Piers King continued his swimming 
successes by being ranked fifth in his age group in Great Britain. There were few events to base the 
musical achievements of the House on: several merits and distinctions in the recent examinations 
would, however, seem to suggest a very high standard. 

ln short, the House has once again attained impressive standards in all fields, so that in following 
terms we will have a tough reputation to live up to. 
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The usual difficulty of fu1ding 
anything to write about in the 
Lent Term has not presented 
itself. For although there is a 
tendency for what is not a part
icularly memorable term to fade 
from the memory like the snows 
from the ground, our successes 
were considerable. 

Academically, mocks came and 
went without too much bad news 
for those who had the misfortune 
to take them. The House ran 
smoothly under the gentle touch of 
PMHW, aided and abetted by the 
ubiquitous SPHH and the Head 
of House, Adam Wright, who has 
now been deposed, amidst many 
thanks for his leadership over the 
past two terms, by James Kraunsoe . 
who replaces him in the triumvirate. 
We wish him every success. 

Games: now you're talking. We 
fought off challenges to take the 
Senior Fives and Senior 6-a-side 
Hockey. Inspired by the glowing 
example of Rupert Waters, the 
U.16 Cross Country team ran to 

_,victory with many a stitch (our 
recipe for success was liberal doses 
of early morning jogging). We also 
won the U.16 Hockey trophy. In-
dividuals distinguished themselves: Messrs. Clarkson 
and Waters won places in the All-England Cross 
Country and Parry-Jones was selected for the England 
U.19 Rugby squad; Adam Wright, the Captain of 
Hockey, had three others from the House among his 
ten henchmen. 

On the last night of term we held our annual 
House concert, for the first time in the Powell Hall. 
The range of performers - from the 3rd form to the 
tutors-en-masse - reflected the range of performances. 
Nonetheless the standard was high and the evening 
much enjoyed by the large audience. With the imminent 
arrival of a musically talented third form, we can 
look forward to many more encores in the future. 
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Thank you so much, Mr. Cleaver. No, half 
a day is not really enough time to write a House 
report, but I 'll soldier on and we'll just have to 
hope that the House doesn't mind a rather 
rushed effort. 

Of course, if I were a real Green House 
member, I'd start with the sport. Well, I would, 
but it's a bit embarrassing and so I'll leave it 
to last. 

This was definitely the academic and cultural 
term of the Green. Success followed success 
and hopefully they will continue until well 
into the Trinity Term. James Heywood and 
Chris Wells were the first lo start the ball 
rolling, both obtaining places at Oxford , and 
showing the young up and coming members 
of the Green what can be achieved with a little 
(dare I say it?) effort in the two previous 
terms. Later in the term a certain Stuart Williams 
gave a most interesting and informative slide 
show on Kenya, his home. This was followed 
by the 'intergrokel', semi-organised by Chris 
Wells with assistance from other Green House 
members, introducing us to many of the aspects 
of other countries around the world. The last 
success of the Green was the House play -
not actually the play itself which is yet to be 
seen, but the fact that after four long years 
we've decided to do one. Maybe if we pull it 
off we could copy Lyon and have one every 
year. (How about it Mr. Schlitzer-Weissmann?). 
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And at last to sport. I did say it was em
barrassing and now I'm going to prove my 
point. The Hockey - well, what can I say? 
The Seniors and Under I 6s failed even to get 
through their qualifying groups and the Under 
lSs didn't do that much better, losing to 
Westcott in the semi-final. Now we take a trip 
up to the Terraces, where the House ran bravely 
in pretty awful conditions but achieved no fame 
in the sport of Cross Country . The Soccer, on 
the other hand, was a totally different game of 
dares. The team fought their way to the final 
and then held off the strong challenge of 
Wallace to win the competition (but so we 
should have done with four I st XI players and 
many good Vth formers but the captain is 
not really supposed to get sent off, is he, Tom?). 

And so we leave the Lent Term of l 987 
looking forward to further successes in the 
Trinity Term, now led by James Heywood, who 
I'm sure wiU follow in the footsteps of the 
always trustworthy Giles Emley. 

M. Evans 

P.S. Sorry Stu, I forgot! I think we should all 
end with a round of applause for Stu Williams 
who , like Aadel , has become Head of School. 
(Two out of three for the year is not bad 
really.) 



With the Christmas celebrations over and a certain member of the Upper Vi's waist a few inches 
bigger, Harper soon returned to its usual atmosphere. 

Without the burden of public exams there were a host of different ventures enjoyed throughout 
the House. They ranged from Tom Mitchell's 24 hour sponsored bird watch to Marcus Ford's sponsored 
25 (not 24) hour cricket marathon. The House was represented on the 1st XI hockey pitch by Perrin 
Carey and occasionally Chris Davis. The former travelled to California with the Hockey XI for two 
weeks during the holidays. The House hockey team took to the field in the six-a-side competition 
but the results did not match the enthusiasm and enjoyment of the team!! The House had more 
success in the Squash competition in which the Seniors reached the dizzy heights of the finals, only 
to lose to School House {or was it the !st team?). Special mention must be made of Jonathan Binks 
who represented the House on the I st XI Soccer pitch, every so often. If only his skill was matched 
by his speed he might have kept his place all season!! 

The House said good-bye to Charlie Snell and Ben Brabner at half-term who were off for a holiday 
(sorry, an education) in France and Spain respectively. They missed the House concert under the 
gentle guidance of Mr. Owen Clarke and the not so gentle guidance of Ed Collier! It was enjoyed by 
all and mention must be made of Andrew Strange whose talent kept even the most unmusical attentive. 
To finish off the term, the parents of the Upper VI joined the House for dinner in our annual House 
supper. Mr. Ketley, as usual, gave us an excellent speech and Lloyd Ridgwell's summing up of our 
Upper VT's habits helped us forget the lack of breathing space in the room. Looking forward to next 
term, Lloyd Ridgwell steps down as Head of House to make way for Tom Mitchell and I'm sure he'll 
be just as successful as Lloyd who has done an excellent job of mediating between boys and staff. 
Long may the harmony continue. 

A. Reay & D. Abrams 
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The House kept on the 
even tenor of its way through
out the term. Of a Saturday 
afternoon it was found that 
half its members played for 
the School at one sport or 
another , which must be good, 
and it included two, James 
Alexander and Edward Siegle , 
who represented King Arthur's 
old school in the American 
hockey tour. Coincidentally, 
it also transpired that half 
(not precisely the same half) 
learnt a musical instrument, 
which must be good too. 
Perhaps the mixture was best 
summed up by the occupants 
of Study 23 - Simon Letcher , 
who gained a Distinction at 
Grade Vfll on the piano and 
Grant Bulstrode, who was a 
member of the triumphant 
U.16 England Rugby tour of 
Portugal and Italy. 

The weather was miserable 
but the garden , under Vic 
Goddard's expert care, was 
ever immaculate and, as his 
seeds germinated and grew, 
there was ever the promise of 
.high summer to come. And 
there was an excellent House 
concert with fine perform
ances from Wallachians at 
every stage of their progress 
through the School - from 
Edmund Marler, Tom and 
Harry Twyford , Ian Gee, 
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Rupert Angel , Richard Bland
ford , Simon Knechtli , Ben 
Siggers, Jo Hawksley and 
Bruno Newman, along with 
guests from other Houses 
who made up the ensembles 
for both Chamber Music and 
Jazz. And best of all, per
haps, Bruce Grant , sadly his 
last House concert, and about 
whom special mention was 
made in appreciation of all 
that he has done over the 
years for the music of both 
the House and the School. 



The Lent Term failed to live up to any of its expectations of being dull , but yielded some memorable 
moments. With many of its members being confirmed, the House took on a somewhat mellow atmos
phere, although some speculated that this was due to intense revision for the mock examinations! 
However, the highlight of the term was undoubtedly the House concert, which lived up to the tradition 
established over the last few years of providing an evening of great variety and, above all, entertainment 
- not all simply musical - for spectator and performer alike. Tim Grey, as organiser of the affair, 
provided much inspiration and deserves much of the credit. 

On the sporting front , Abbeylands may not be remembered for its contribution to School teams, 
nor for its high placings in the House Cross County (for those who managed even to complete the 
course); but in this event, in the style of true House patriotism, the runners came decked out in the 
red and black of Abbeylands from head (literally) to foot. Perhaps even more memorably, Bill Fryer's 
and Rory Foster's victory in a certain traditional race of old was widely recognised as the 'sporting' 
achievement of the term. Enough said. 

With the upsurge in marathon fund-raising activities within the School, one event which stood 
above the rest was the 24-hour debate in aid of Oxfam, successfully attempted by Nick Dare, Ali-dad 
Vassigh, Dave Pinder and Johnny Butler. This was a remarkable feat of mental rather than physical 
endurance, and proved to be not only stimulating and lively, and at times controversial, but con
sistently well supported throughout its duration. The end result was about £300 for victims in 
Mozambique and the considerable development of the participants' rhetorical skills. 
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Lyon House proved last term that there is more to a successful team than talented individuals. 
The determined , all-round effort of the Cross Country squad resulted in a victory for the Seniors and 
second place for the Juniors. Soccer also came into its own during the term with several enjoyable 
indoor games against Greenhill House. In an outdoor match Lyon just came out on top thanks to 
Henry Adderley's quick thinking and Derek Finch's fine ball control. We hope that these games will 
continue next year and that Greenhill House have not got too many sore shins. 

The third Lyon House Jumble Sale once again proved popular with the local inhabitants with eager 
buyers queueing in the rain from 1.00 p.m. for a 2 o'clock start; £200 was raised for the North Dorset 
branch of Mencap. 

Aristophanes would have even been pleased with the antics of the ancients in the Lyon House 
play. Azmi Sharom shedding a new light on the image of a Roman Emperor; but then the typical Roman 
Emperor did not eat out of pressure cookers! The diverse talents of the cast under Mr. Sutherland
Smith's energetic direction resulted in an amusing and original production. 

With a change at the top next term the smell of gunpowder and bootpolish will be replaced by the 
scented aromas of aftershave and greasepaint in Study I. Welcome John! The greatest achievement 
though must go to Alan Llewellyn and Barry de la Rosa for managing to get to France for half a 
term's skiing! 

A successful term, but Lyon House has always maintained 'Nothing ventured, nothing gained '. 

J. H. L. Rucker 
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We~lcoll 
The Spring Term came and went with its usual 

afflictions of colds and 'flu but thanks to an irrepress
ible matron with a seemingly endless supply of 
vitamin C tablets we survived. Simon Oliver, Simon 
Traskey and Jamie Powell made a large impact with 
their '24 hour drumathon' in aid of the NSPCC and 
the hockey tour and must be heartily congratulated. 

On the sporting front this term we have been 
represented by a large number of people at a refreshing 
variety of sports. To name all these people is more 
than space permits but a special mention must go 
to Jamie Cunningham, Will Jodrell and Simon Oliver 
for their commitment to School hockey, both here 
and in California. Marcus Wheeler, as captain of 
School Cross Country, did a remarkable job and 
together with our valiant Senior Team secured an 
unprecedented second place in the House Cross 
Country Competition. Even Jerry Lytle was known 
to break into a run along some parts of the course 
(the downhill bits!). The shooting cup retained its 
place on the Westcott shelf due to Guy and Angus 
Craigie (whose contribution in his capacity as a hall
keeper, incidentally , certain did not go unnoticed!). 
The hockey U.lS's lost the inter-house competition 
in a very exciting final and showed a great deal of 
team spirit. Cameron Dunn had obviously decided 
that his hair was long enough and took to the football 
field consistently representing the 1st XI - I think 
he is left wing! 

The hitherto unfathomable depth of culture in the 
House was at last recognised by Peter Muirhead who 
produced a most entertaining magazine called 'What?' 
The musicians in the House continued their standards 
of excellence: particularly notable were Andrew Key 
and Dominic Wheeler. 

The House also kindly hosted the confirmation 
breakfast for l 00 or so people, thanks to the culinary 
talents of Mrs. Prance and Mrs. Carling. Speaking 
of Mrs. Carling, I have observed her putting on a little 
weight, especially towards the end of term - she still, 
however, remains as cheerful and helpful as ever. 

An important event of the term that must not go 
unmentioned was the awarding of House Colours to 
Mr. Lugg. Mr. Lugg provides the House with the 
invaluable service of replenishing the dwindling stocks 
in the Coke cupboard every week, for which we all 
owe him our undying gratitude. 

Finally, our thanks must go to Cameron and Guy, 
the two heads of House this term, who have untiringly 
guided the House through its 'hangovers of despair' 
(metaphorical!) and euphorias of success which have 
constituted an essentially most enjoyable term. 
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It has long been the characteristic of Digby house reports first to mention 
academic achievement and therefore we congratulate Alastair Robertson on winning 
the Francis lies Prize. We then have traditionally discoursed on the House play and 
the manufacture of marmalade, neither of which events took place this year. Then 
would come a listing of the merits and achievements of the House shooting team. 
Again, a blank. Things are, however, changing in the House of the Headless Ostrich. 
For example, the local hero, Crawford Henderson, proved that not being able to 
catch a ball is no bar against playing for England and to him go our warmest con
gratulations on being selected for the England under-18 team. Our other international, 
Edward Raymond, we congratulate no less warmly. He represented England in the 
holidays, having already come third in the National Cross Country Championships. 
The icing on the cake was our under-15 team winning their hockey competition. 
We have yet to see the cup, but rumour has is that The Digby does not collect its 
cups, and if the cups unavoidably arrive at the House they are never displayed. 
lack of practice in this tradition had rather made us forget it. 
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